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pholo by Keryn Crohs
Ball boy protects football on rainy Parents' Weekend Saturday
game.
President's Fellows
Announced
Acting President James F. English announced last week that 24
members of the class of 1981 have been nominated to be President's
Fellows. One Fellow is appointed from each academic department
and program.
The Fellows are chosen by the head of each department and
program in consultation with other faculty in the department. Those
chosen meet with Acting President English and,various faculty and
administrators to discuss education and other topics.
Penny Sutter
Eric J. Woodard
Barry Bergquist
Theresa L. Pezza
Peter W. Paulson
John Mattar
Art History
Biochemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Economics
Engineering
English
History'
Mathematics
Modern Languages
Music
Philoshophy
Physics
Political Saience
Psychology
Religion
Sociology
Studio Arts
American Studies Program
Computer Coordinate' Major
Intercultural Studies Program
Urban and Environmental Studies Program Ann Bassett
Education Program Patricia Young
Myron Gudz
 ;
James Longenbach
, Paula Sarro
Louis Bromberg .
Darcy Engholm
Diane Napert
Eric J. Gaydosh
Tuck Won Shum
Gail Bogossian-Roy
Eileen Kern
Thomas Harkins
Carl J'. Schiessl
Robert Pollien
Peter L. Bain
Irene Paquette
Janet Young
Salmonella; Cases "Reported-on
Campus; Saga Faces Health Test
by Rachel Mann
Saga Food Services, the Trinity
College Administration, and the
Medical Office have recently called
attention to an outbreak of a
gastro-intestinal infection on
campus. Six students in the past
two weeks have reported to the
infirmary and have been diagnosed
as carriers of "salmonella."
According to Janet Curtis, Nurse
Practitioner of the College,
salmonella is a bacteria which
usually originates in an individual
from fecal contamination. The
bacillus is then transmitted upon
manual contact into foods. It
thrives in protein-rich sources such
as meats, cheeses, or mayonnaise—
especially when these foods are
poorly refrigerated or un-
dercooked, said Curtis. The in-
cubation period of the infection is
8-74 hours. Symptoms include
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
headache, and fever.
At present, the administration
and Saga have taken steps to
localize and prevent the spread of
the bacteria, said Vice President of
•••N-"
the College Thomas Smith. They
have consulted with college
physician Mark Izard, M.D. and
with staff members of the Hartford
Hospital. The Hartford Board of
Health has been actively involved
in the inspection and review of the
college's food services and
facilities, said Smith.
"It is now suspected that there is
a continuing source in Saga,
however it is conceivable that it is
coming in from the outside," stated
Smith. Sources which are under
consideration include the
doughnut man and Nicky's Pizza.
In addition, all Saga workers
were required to undergo tests for
the salmonella bacteria before
being allowed to return to 'the
kitchens and the dishwashing
rooms, said Curtis. While this
process is underway, temporary
workers from outside the College
have been recruited to maintain
normal food services. ' -. ,
According to Carol Kleeman,
Food Service Manager, the school
wil not serve any cold foods such
as cold cuts until something
conclusive has come up from the
Board of Health. Other preventive
measures were undertaken over
this last weekend, including a
change of menu for Saturday's
brunch. Smith indicated that the
College had originally planned to
serve cold cuts and sandwich
fillings. This menu was changed
late Friday afternoon to insure that
all foods served were hot and well-
cooked.
C urtis stressed the importance of
reporting to the infirmary in case
any symptoms of salmonella occur.
Although the infection is usually
untreated and allowed to run its
course, the infirmary and the
administration need the -in-
formation to determine the exact
source of salmonella.
One infirmary personnel in-
dicated that a few cases of this
infection have also been reported
at the University of Hartford,
although it is far from epidemic
levels. This fact has been con-
firmed by a source with the
University of Hartford's Health
Services.
SGAC&rffs for AMtrfge Election
of President and Vice President
by Patty Hooper
Committee elections and the
passage of an amendment calling
for campus-wide elections of the
President and Vice President of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) highlighted the October 7
meeting of the SGA.
The meeting was called to order
at 9:35 p.m. by President Mike
Reiner. The first order of business
was the election of SGA members
to various committees. Elected to
the Constitution- Committee were
Jim Pomeroy, Wendy Farnham,
Lisa Keene, and Debbie Mandela.
The Steering Committee members
chosen were Nelson Toner, Jim
Pomeroy, and Anne Collins.
Voted on to the transportation
committee were. Lyn Snodgrass,
Sandy Smith, Daniel Cave, Mike
Reiner, and Ellen Nalle. Pro-
cedures Committee members will
be Ted Hartsoe, Wat Stfearns,
Wendy Farnham and Jim Pomeroy.
Liaisons to College Committees
are as follows, Curriculum John
Leisenring, Admissions and Finan-
cial Aid (Minority member) Todd
Beati, Student Representative to
the Faculty Meetings Faraj Saghri,
• and Financial Affairs Paul .Mat-
taliano and Carolyn Ginsburgh.
Election of members to the Ac-
ademic Dishonesty and College
Affairs Committees were tabled
temporarily.
Ad Hoc Committees were estab- •
lished as follows; Saga Committee -
Peter Jones Stricken
by Steve Elmendorf
Peter Jones, the William R.
Kenan Professor of American In-
stitutions and Values, suffered a
stroke last Monday". Jones is in
stable condition at St. Francis
Hospital in Hartford.
It is expected that Jones will be
unable to teach for the rest of the
semester, according to Eugene
Leach, director of the American
Studies program. Leach said that
Jones is at present unable to speak
and is partially paralyzed but that
"the prognosis is very good, I fully
expect him to be back in the
spring."
Jones, who began teaching at
Trinity this year, is a native of
Great Britain and came to the
College from the University of
Illinois.
Jones was teaching three courses
this term: the American Studies
Colloquium for senior majors, His-
tory 325 and Histroy 211 (American
Studies 201). Leach has taken over
the American Studies colloquium.
History 211, A Cultural History of
the United States will be taught by
Joan Hedrick, a member of the
faculty at Wesleyan. History 325,
Race, Nationality and Religion in
American History is being taught
by Sharon White, a Ph.D. candi-
date in History at Yale University.
Jim Pomeroy and Cynthia Hunter;
Minority Affairs - Mike Reiner,
Wat Sterns, Tina Tricarichi, Tom
Hefferon, and Carolyn Ginsburgh;
Student Input Committee - Mike
Reiner, Chicky Gustavson, Lyn
Snodgrass, Sandy Smith, Debbie
Mandela, and Todd Knutson; Ma-
ther Campus Center - Mike Reiner
and Jim Pomeroy; Housing Ad-
visory - Jim Pomeroy, Tina Tri-
carichi, Sandy Smith, Tome Her-
feron, Lisa Keene, Wendy Farn-
ham, and Chicky Gustavson.
A motion was also made by Liane
Bernard to grant ad hoc status to
the Student Coalition regarding the
proposed student house. Barnard
will serve as the liaison. The SGA
also voted to form an ad hoc
committee on the SGA to oversee
the Coalition. On this committee
will be Carolyn Ginsburgh, Liane
Bernard, Debbie Mandella, and
Lyn Snodgrass.
The SGA also decided that
beginning tonight, its weekly meet-
ings will be held on Tuesday nights
at 10:00 p.m.
The next order of business was to
deal with the two proposed amend-
ments to the SGA Constitution
which each call for campus-wide
elections of the President and Vice
President of the SGA.
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Announcements
Austrian View of
Capitalism
The Austrian view of the eco-
nomic process finds its foundation
in the works of Hayafc and Von
Mises. Due to their strong belief in
individual freedom of choice, Aus-
tian economists are enthusiastic
supporters of the market mech-
anism. Their views differ from
mainstream economic thought pri-
marily in their emphasis on the role
of the entrepreneur. In particular,
they emphasize the dynamic forces
at work in the market, in contrast to
the static model usually presented
by orthodox economists.
Thursday, October 16 at 4 p.m. .
in ,
McCook Auditorium
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
EROS
EROS is the Trinity College
organization for gay, lesbian and
questioning students. Many stu-
dents at Trinity feel uncomfortable
and out of place because of their
attractions and desires. We talk
about those feelings over wine and
cheese. We hold weekly meetings
where we plan trips, parties, and
dances. In the past year, we held
two dances and met various mem-
bers of the Wesleyan and Storrs
groups. We met other college kids
just like us.
Every correspondent's privacy is
protected; drop a line to us: EROS,
Box 1373. If you are gay and you're
at Trinity, you should join us.
Graduate students welcome also.
-Contact EROS, (Box) 1373) or ext.
484,' 485 for more information.
Voter Registration
information
Today, October 14, is your last
chance to register to vote in
Connecticut. The Trinity Students
for Anderson Committee will drive
you to the Registrar off Voters
between 9:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
today. As a student, you ar
automatically a resident of Connec-
ticut and the whole process should
only take a half hour.
For absentee ballot information
for all states, ballot application
forms, and to sign up for a ride,
come to the Mather Lobby all day
today.
Auto Mechanics
for Women
Two 3-hour sessions on Saturday
and Sunday, November 8 and 9,
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon. Designed to
teach basic information and skills,
such as how to change your own oil,
and when. Know what's under your
hood - be an informed consumer.
The course costs S5. You don't
need your own car. Pre-registration
is required, with payment by
November 1. Send your name, box
number, and check to the Women's
Center, Box 1385.
Study- Abroad
information
For all who are interested in
considering study abroad for the
next term or in the future, there
will be a general information
meeting in Alumni Lounge on the
following dates and at the following
times:
14 Oct. 1980 Tuesday 2:00 p.m.
20 Oct. 1980 Monday 9:00 a.m.
28 Oct. 1980 Tuesday 10:00 a.m.
5 Nov. 1980 Wednesday 11:00 a.m.
13 Nov. 1980 Thursday 10:00 a.m.
Please obtain the blue infor-
mation sheet and four attachments
in the Office of Foreign., Study
Advising (Williams 109) if you have
not already done so. Each of the
meetings listed above is indentical
to the others; a student need only
attend one.
Biology Seminar
Dr. Peter Morin
Department of Zoology
Duke University
is speaking on Salamander Pre-
dation and the Strucure of Tem-
porary Pond Communities.
on Thursday, October 16, 1980 at
4:00 P.M. in the Life Sciences
Center Auditorium.
Refreshments will be served at 3:30
P.M. in room 212 - The Library of
the Life Science Center.
Psychology Club
Meeting Tuesday, October 14, at
7:30 p.m. in the Life Science
Center, Room 134. All interested
students are welcome to join and
take part..
Zimbawe:
impact of Revolution
"Zimbabwe: The Revolution and
Its Impact on Black Liberation and
Women's Struggles." A slide show
and lecture will be given on
Tuesday, October 14, at 8 p.m. in
McCook Auditorium. The event is
co-sponsored,by the Women's Cen-
ter and TCBWO. Everybody is
welcome. Admission is free.
Ooing Abroad?
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
4
 t
I 219 New Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
John W. Dulka, Prop. (comer Henry St. next to Comer Tap)
Delirious
Hot Oven Grimtms
Cat when
you leave-
it wKI be madfy
upon your arrival
Come in and Eat in our NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Boom!
247S234
Across fmm
South Campus
RmhwdStiaron prop.
Sindents who have returned to
Trinity from foreign study have
volunteered to be available to talk
with those of you who have decided
to study abroad or who are con-
sidering the possibility of doing so.
The meeting, with appropriate
refreshments, will be held in
Hamlin Hall on . Wednesday, 15
October 1980, at 7:00 p.m. Please
enter through the north door under
the arch. All are welcome to attend
whether or not they have made
plans to study abroad in the future.
INSTEP - London
On Friday, 24, October 1980, Mr.
Edward Mowatt, Director of the
Institute for the Study of Eco-
nomics and Politics (INSTEP) in
London, England, will be at Trinity
to talk to students interested in this
innovative, cross-disciplinary pro-
gram of study, He will be available
in Alumni Lounge beginning at
1:30 p.m. that day.
Students interested in public
policy, law, economics, political
science, sociology and related
areas are invited to attend and
learn about the opportunities avail-
able through this new program.
Temporary Jobs
Throughout the year, the Fin-
ancial Aid Office receives request
for temporary student help needed
in College offices and at College
events. We ate presently copipilmg
a list of students"interested in'
temporary jobs thai become avail-
able. Interested students should
leave (heir name and phone num-
ber at the Financial Aid Office or
call x467. No obligation. Both
Work - Study and non Work - Study
students are eligible.
with
legislators. If you are a ^
advocate and interested in the
above, contact Raphael Sodb/slr>at
232-7748 immediately. A small
stipend is available. Though the
internship will take place Jan. -
May, interviews will be held soon,
I EARN $$ AND FREE TRIP I
Need campus representatives to promote >
our student travel programs. Contact: |
i
THE AMERICAN STUDENT TRAVEL CENTER
151 MAIN STREET '.
WINSTED.CT 06098
[203] 379-7508 :
[800] 243-2848 Toll Free
•;,
v
:•:
$
|
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PREPARE FOR
MCAT-LSAT'GMAT
SATDATGRE •
On Monday, 20 October 1980
Mr. C.A.C. Wilson, Principal of the
British and European Studies
Group in London, will be at Trinity
to talk with students who are
interested in study abroad and
what this program has to offer. He
will be available in Alumni Lounge
beginning at 2:00 p.m.
Students interested in history
English literature, drama and fine
arts are particularly ecouraged to
attend; but students with general
interests in study abroad and in
England are invited also.
Chemistry Lecture
Professor Robert Litman of the
Department of Chemistry at the
University of Low'ell, Massa-
chusetts, will deliver a lecture on
"Neutron Activation Analysis of
Environmental Samples" on Wed-
nesday, October 15, at 4:30 p.m. in
Clement 105. Preceding the lecture
will be a coffee hour at 3:30 p.m. in
the Chemistry Library. Everyone is
invited to attend.
Lobbying Internship
The Connecticut Bar Associa-
tion, Consumer Law Section, is
seeking an intern interested m
becoming trained as a lobbyist in
consumer law. Activities would
include monitoring bills, arranging
witnesses for public hearings, con-
Permanent Centers open days,
evenings and weekends,
tow hourly cost. Dedicated full-
time staff.
Complete TEST-n-JAPESMfacnities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials,
Small classes taught by skilled
instructors.
Opportunity to make up missed
lessons. . , , '£ '
Voluminous home-study material
constantly updated by researcn
ers expert In their field. .
• Opportunity to transfer to an»
continue study at any of °u
over 80 centers.
•<r
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GREPSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT
TOEFL • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • NL§
HARTFORD AREA
800 Silver Lane
East Hartford, Ct. 06118
Call Days. Eves & Weekends
(203) 568-7927y
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Af-Large Elections
At-Large elections for the offices
of President and Vice-President of
the Student Government
Association (SGA) will be held
Friday, October 17. Ballots will be
distributed through student
mailboxes and the SGA will have a
booth in front of the game-room
for those who wish to place their
votes, said Thomas Hefferon, a
member of the SGA.
A Candidate's Forum will also be
held on Thursday night, October 17
in the Washington Room at 8 p.m.
Candidates will be given a chance to
make brief statements about their
President
Michael Seiner
Gavin Reardon
John Leisenring
Mike Rauseo
Joe Troiano
Jim Shapiro .
campaign. Afterwards, they will re-
main in the Washington Room in
order to answer any additional
questions. Cider and donuts will be
served.
Hefferon stressed that many can-
didates are running on tickets,
although they won't appear
together on the ballots. It is up to
individual contenders to make clear
with whom they are running, he
said.
The At-Large elections are
planned and sponsored by an SGA
election Committee consisting of
five members who are not running,
said Hefferon.
Mark Italia
John O'Connell
JimPomeroy
Vice-President
Sandy Smith
Tina Tricharichi
Chris Sullivan
Vicky Lenkeit
Larry Torrez
John Josel
Jeff More
Liz Carrigan
Town-Gown Lectures
Commence Today
by Duncan Yetman
"Stories We Live By" — the ways
that storytelling affects our lives-
will be the topic of this fall's Trinity
College Town-Gown Lecture
Series.
The series, started in 1968, aims
to provide members of the com-
munity the opportunity to hear five
outstanding lecturers from the
Trinity faculty.
The lectures will be held five
successive Tuesdays beginning
today at twelve noon in the Austin
Arts Center. Each succeeding
lecture will be held at the same
tune and place, except the last
lecture which will occur at
McCook Auditorium on November
q Dr. George
Higgins, College Counselor and
Professor of Psychology, will
deliver a lecture entitled "How
Psychology Uses Stories."
On October 21, Dr. Edward W.
Sloan III, Professor of History, will
discuss how history often per-
petuates myths about human
experience. His lecture is entitled,
"History as Story."
On October 28, Dr. Leslie
Desmangles analyzes the creation
myths among the Dogon, people of
Africa in his lecture, "How Stories
Shape Cultures."
Whatever happened to
storytelling? Dr. Harold C, Martin,
Dana Professor of the Humanities,
will answer this question and
discuss why the "story" has gone
underground in his November 4
lecture, "How Novelists Use
Stories."
Mr. John A. Dando, Professor of
^English, will deliver the last lecture
of the series on November 11 in the
McCook Auditorium. His topic,
"How Stories Are Adapted to the
Media", will include an overview of
the whole story-telling art from the
oral tradition to film and television.
The time of the lectures has been
changed from 10:30 to 12:00 this
year to allow more of the faculty
• and student body to attend. Kathy
Frederick, Director of Media
Relations and a member of the
1980 Town-Gown Committee, has
noted that community response to
the lectures has been good in the
past, and hopefully the new time
will attract a larger audience to
each lecture. Members of the
Trinity community are admitted
free. Previous topics discussed in
the series include: Biography,
American Literature, China,
Japan, and Russia.
photo by Sue Stanczyk
College Counselor George Higgins.
Schwieghoffer Announces Arrest
and Clarifies Alert System
by Megan White
The apprehension of a seventeen
year old male involved in the
beating and robbing of two Trinity
students on. October 1, and the
initiation of a fraternity escort
system are among last week's top
security stories.
Director of Security Michael
Schweighoffer stated that a white
male age seventeen was arrested
on October 6 and charged with two
counts of first degree assault an
robbery. He is being held on a
$30,000 bail. Three other outstand-
ing arrest warrants have been
issued for the other assailants: a
white male age seventeen, a His-
panic male age eighteen, and a
black male age seventeen.
Schweighoffer noted that the Hart-
ford police are "sure" that ap-
prehension of the other parties
should soon follow, but until that
time extreme caution should be
exercised by students walking in
the Summit Street area.
Schweighoffer stated that sev-
eral individuals in the Trinity
community had addressed him in
regard to their objections to se-
curity notices which were pcsted
following the Summit Street in-
cidents. The notices described the
assajlants as "Hispanic" and
"Jamaican." Asserted Schweigh-
offer, "It is indicative to note that
contrary to the security alerts
advising that the perpetrators were
Hispanic and Jamaican, two of the
individuals involved are white
males. As victim it is sometimes
difficult to discern perilous events
that happen suddenly, but caution
must be taken when reporting such
incidents."
The Directors of Security fur-
ther advised, "If student who has
been victimized is uncertain of the
race or ethnic origin of individuals
who have committed a crime, this
uncertainty should be made known
to security or to the investigator.
Generalized suppositions are mis-
leading and may raise fears that
will prevent groups who should be
communicating and interacting
with one another from doing so."
In another security related event,
a fraternity foot escort system was
initiated last week. The service,
organized through the InterFra-
ternity Council (IFC), will be
offered from the library every night
with the exception of Saturday,
from 7 p.m. to midnight. Four
fraternity brothers will be stationed
at the library front desk on the hour
and will escort students to any
campus location.
Explained IFC President Tom
Chase, "This escort service will
involve every brother from each
fraternity. Each hour two frat-
ernities will be responsible for
making sure that two brothers are
available at the library front desE to
act as escorts." When asked what
motivated the organizing of the
service, Chase pointed to the
recent security problems on Sum-
mit Street and he commented,
"Security may get as many as fifty
calls a night to' escort students. In
view of everything that has been
going on we thought it was a good
idea for the fraternities to lend a
hand." Chase added that the
service will be offered for "as long
as needed, and probably at least for
the remainder of the semester."
Security Director Schweighoffer
stated that he wanted to "com-
mend Chase for his leadership in
this endeavor" and thank the
fraternities for their support and
aid to security forces.
In another security news, a
twenty-nine_v_ear old white male
was apprehended on October 7 by
security guards DeMonte and Mir-
anda and charged with second
degree burglary. Schweighoffer re-
ported that the individual was
arrested on Vernon Street, while irj
possission of stereo equipment
which had been taken from a
burglary at Psi Upsilon that ev-
ening. •
Drug Paraphernalia l a w Centers
on Question of Intent and Use
by James Moore
Connecticut's new drug para-
phernalia law will mean tougher
penalties for those caught using,
possessing or selling drug para-
phernalia if the law's consitution-
ality is upheld in court.
The law requires a fine of 500
dollars and/or three months in pri-
son for anyone convicted for the
use, possession or solicitation of
drug paraphenalia. The bill also ex-
pands the definition of drug proc-
essing...ingesting, inhaling or
otherwise introducing into the body
any controlled substance for illegal
purposes.
The new bill, scheduled to go into
effect October 1, was delayed when
area head shop (stores that sell
paraphenalia) owners obtained a
temporary restraining order bar-
ring enforcement of the act. The
case has been heard and a ruling
should be handed down by the end
of the month.
The purpose of the law, accord-
ing to Rep. Anastasia, a sponsor of
the bill, is to "stem the rising
problem of drug abuse" especially
in Fairfield County where drug traf-
fic is particularly heavy, a fact
Anastasia attributes to the proxim-
ity of the area to New York city.
The constitutional problem with
the law, Anastasia said, centers on
the question of intent; that is, does
the person using or selling the para-
phernalia intend it to be used to
grow, process or ingest controlled
substances. In many cases the
devices in question have legal uses
involving tobacco.
Daniel Falotico, owner of Stair-
way to Heaven, a Hartford head
shop, maintains that he sells only
"novelty smoking devices" for use
with tobacco. He noted that he has
no control over what is done with
the devices after they leave the
store.
In order to better determine what
actually constitutes an illegal piece
of drug paraphenalia a list of criter-
ia has been established. The list in-
cludes: "the proximity of the object
to a controlled substance and the
existence of controlled substance
residue on the object and the
manner in which the item is dis-
played for sale."
The presence of this criteria,
however, does not eliminate the
controversy over the constitution-
ality of the bill. Chief States's
Attorney Paul McQuigon agreed
that many apparent drug paraphen-
alia items are "innocent" and that
it is necessry for there to bet "reas-
onable grounds for the seller to
think it (the device) will be used for
illegal drugs."
While this controversial act is the
most recent there have been similar
attempts to regulate drug para-
phenalia which were thwarted by
the constitutionality issue. The new
law, however, is expected to survive
because it was patterned, to a large
extent, after the Federal Model
Drug Act which was deemed
constitutional.
Rep. Anastasia said he believes
the bill has a good chance to emerge
from the court intact and he hopes
the law will prevent young kids
from becoming involved with
drugs. "If kids 19, 20 or 21 years
old want to use drugs that's up to
them but I think it's sickening when
kids 10-13 years old who aren't in-
formed are being enticed by these
items."
Whatever the decision of the
court, Anastasia says, the new law
has received a good deal of publi-
city and the message, he believes
has reached the public. Accord-
ing to the Representative one of the
things wrong with our society is that
we hide our problems. At least this
bill has brought the issues into the
open.'
Frame Presents Four Lectures
by Margaret Henderson
Donald M\ Frame, a
distinguished author and tran-
slator, and the Moore Collegiate
Professor of French, Emeritus, at
Columbia University, will present a
series of four lectures at Trinity this
October and November on the
theme, "The Quest for the Self
from Montaigne to Camus."
The times and topics of the
lectures, all of which are scheduled
to be given in the Widener Gallery
of Austin Arts Center, are:
Thursday, October 16 at 4 p.m.:
Montaigne and the Problematic
Self; Thursday, October 23 at 8
p,m.: The Self in Disfavor: Pascal,
Moliere and LaRochefaucauld;
Thursday, October 30 at 8 p.m.:
The Self Reinstated: Voltaire For
and Against Pascal; and Wed-
p;m.:
From Self-Worship to Self-Hate:
Camus' The Fall.
Professor Frame enjoys a
renowned reputation as an author
and lecturer. His books include
Montaigne in France, 1812-1852
(1940), Montaigne's Discovery of
Man: The Humanlzation of a
Humanist (1955), Montaigne: A
Biography (1965), Montaigne's
"Essales": A Study (1969), Francois
Rabelais: A Study (1977). He has
also translated the complete works
of Montaigne and selected works
of Voltaire and Moliere. His ar-
ticles have appeared in numerous
journals.
After graduating from the
Loomis School, Harvard College,
and Columbia, Professor Frame
began teaching at Columbia in
1938. He has also taught at New
York University, the University of
Pennsylvania, Fordham and
Rutgers. In 1967-68 he was a Phi
Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar.
During the spring term Professor
Frame will join the Trinity faculty
as Visiting College Professor of the
Humanities. He will offer a college
course, open to all undergraduates,
entitled, "The Modern Quest for
Self." This course will examine the
views of the self presented in
selected texts from the
Renaissance to the present. Among
the authors to be studied are
Montaigne and the French
Moralistes, Dostoevsky, Jung,
Conrad, Doris Lessing, and B. F.
Skinner.
A reception in Professor Frame's
honor will follow the first lecture of
the series on October 16. The entire
series is open to the public.
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News Analysis
Dodd and Buckley Campaign With 'High-Power Slander'
by Andrew Carlson
Connecticut has an interesting
choice for senator in the upcoming
election, with two candidates of
different backgrounds and beliefs
that are equally charming and
attractive in their own right. Chris-
topher Dodd and James Buckley
won the rights to represent their
respective parties in the November
4 election not only by ardent
support for liberal and conservative
ideals, but by running campaigns
that soundly defeated their rivals.
Now, as they turn their political
rhetoric upon^ themselves, it is
fascinating (not to say inronic) to
note that such congenial and
easy-going men are capable of
high-power slander campaigns,
each with equally venemous and
bitter accusations against the
other. Each candidate is so com-
mitted to his ideology that he will
go to great lengths to point out
already apparent differences.
Dodd is and has been a darling to
Connecticut liberals since he was
elected Congressman. An ener-
getic man, he is a tireless cam-
paigner for the socially under-
privileged. He recently voted for
(and worked hard Jor its passage)
mm-
Campaign 'SO
III'
a fair housing bill that provided
Federal Judges easier access to
cases of public housing dis-
crimination. He has supported
programs in HUD by voting against
budget cuts, most notably a $500
million one initiated by House
conservatives. Dodd believes that a
tax cut at this time is ludicrous, and
therefore proposes to wait a little
longer until the economy settles
down. His charm, wit, and warmth
have been evident wherever he
goes, and those qualities have
unboubetedly won votes from many
uncommitted people.
However, conservatives also
have something to cheer about. Jim
Buckley was a one term Senator
from New York, and is a nationally
known conservative (his brother is
William Buckley, the columnist).
He is an equal with Dodd in terms
of poise and wit. They see eye to
eye on little else, however.
Buckley is an ardent believer in
classical economics and has shown
this by constantly voting against
budget increases that he considers
unnecessarilyyy inflationary, such
as some increases in social pro-
grams. He supports a guns and
butter policy for defense, and is on
record for supporting the B-l long
range cruise missiles, a new line of
ICBM's, and an expanded Navy.
Federal protection for the environ-
ment is important to Buckley, but
he chafes at the idea of ineffic-
iency. Therefore, he proposes to
cut back on agencies proven to be
wasters, such as OSHA. He is
against the ERA, but he favors the
Kemp-Roth bill, which proposes to
New¥>rk University
Visits Your Campus
to Answer Questions on
the MJB A Program
Located in the heart of the Wall Street area, New York University's
Graduate School of Business Administration has trained students for
executive positions for over 60 years. A recent survey by Standard &
Poor's ranked New York University number 2 nationwide as the source
of graduate education for chief executives in major companies. On
Tuesday, October 21, an admissions officer
will be on campus to discuss the quality and flexibility of the graduate
business program. Check with
s VfoR
UVERST1Y
A PRIVATE UNIVERSITY IN1HE NJULIC SERVICE
the Office of Career Develop-
ment for sign-up schedule and
further information.
New York Univcisityis an uffirmjlivc
action/equal opportunity insiilution.
photo by Keryn Crohs
In a recent visit to Trinity College, Congressman Christopher Dodd
talks with students.
cut taxes thirty percent across the
board, so that the ^ conomy~cari"be"
rejuvenated. Buckley was described
by the Hartford Advocate asT^one
of the most gentle, courteous, ana
civilized members of the species "
and he has provided the public with
a clear ch yce on November 4,
The amazing thing is that men
with talents like these have, and
with the issues, facing them as
severe as they are, they have spent
more times descrediting each other
than on anything else".
Money is the key to the issues p
The Dodd campaign has waved the
bloody shirt by saying they're
running against money, making the
Buckley family and business for-
tunes an issue.
On the other hand, Dodd has
been subjected to the image of
being a big spender in Washing-
ton, something that is not welcome
in a conservative election year. He
has supported such issues as social
services, but at the cost of fueling
inflation.
The Buckley campaign has been
on his back about that. Both men
have made major pitches to fac-
tions with in their own parties •
Dodd has made good use of frass
roots strategy by calling«on
inner-city, minority, and student
groups (he spoke with students on
the Trinity campus for one of his
election commercials). Buckley has'
called on national cpiiservation
iding on a
,^™-~_
 l n i for
"Knowing the right people
Washington.
Although Dodd js stflra heavy
favorite, BucWey ' is not out
of striking distance. Both go into
the election with great support, and
with high personal ideals, all in
hopes that the combination of these
two things will be more appealing
to the electorate. It's just too bad
that the only "important" issues
are who seems to have more dirt on
their record.
| Decorate the dorm with Inexpensive Remnants
FANTASTIC
SELECTION -
VELVETS - 'W^
PLUSHES(many colors)
LIMITED
SELECTS
DOZENS OF SMALL SIZE REMNANTS - ALL SIZES
TAKE (EM AWAY - NEVER AGAIN!
1
SAVEz75% OFF *3°° HH-SATQUIT
SOMf SLIGHTLY
SOILED
FRIEDMAN FLOOR
COVERING CENTER
only a walk away
Low, Low Prices
408 New Britain Ave. Hartford
249-6593
THE ORIGINAL FRIEDMAN FAMILY CARPET STORE
duke
Graduate School
of Business Administration
r;
A representative of the
Graduate School of
Business Administration
will be on campus
Thursday, October 16,
to discuss the Duke MBA Program.
Interested students may obtain
further information by
contacting the Placement Office.
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Amendment Determined
by a Change of Vote
October 7th SGA meeting. photo by Sue Stanczyk
cont. from p. l
The proponents of the first
amendment on the agenda, Chris
Sullivan and John Leisenring with-!i
drew their amendment and in-
corporated it into what was known
as the Snodgrass Amendment
named after its originator, Lyn
Snodgrass." Snodgrass' Amend-
ment call for the election of the
president and vice president of the
SGA on a campus-wide basis. The
election is to occur within two
weeks following the first meeting of
the SGA during each semester. The
exception will be this fall, due to
the fact that the amendment was
just passed. The election this
semester will be held on Friday,
October 17.
Following the reading of the
proposed amendment, Stewart
Beckwith made a motion to refer
the amendment to Committee
which would be established to take
all the proposed amendments and
create one single amendment that
would in turn be brought before the
entire student body in the form of a
BELMONT RECORD SHOP
We're Closing Our Hartford Store
Fixtures'.
^
e
 have even the hard-to-find records and W
A tapes! Buy now . . . we don't want to move |
-j our inventory to Vernon. Choose from |
i ' Classical, Country, Jazz, Rock, Disco, ,
I Polkas, Oldies, Shows, Internationals, and j| MORE! And save on these brands: CBS, f
| MCA, RCA, Warner Bros., Casablanca, -K
RSO, Mercury, Polydor, United Artists,
1
 Captiol, and MORE! Everything incred- j-
ibly priced, including the Store Fixtures j
L and even the Store itself! ,
f DO YOUR CHRISTMAS /
I SHOPPING NOW AT
GREAT SAVINGS!
^ ^ ^
referendum. Beckwith stated that
the amendments "have good
points" but he still has "reser-
vations" about its1" passage. He
feels that a referendum would
"spur interest in the SGA." He
also feels that the amendment is
potentially . very destructive. He
stated that "the credibility of the
SGA may not come from an at-large
election of its officers."
Matt Pace, speaking on the
motion to refer stated that he
believed that there is no need to
"take everything back to the
student body." He feels that the
SGA should strive to get the work
out of committees and "get some-
thing done." He noted that the way
it has been done "makes the
organization look like a bunch of
morons."
Chris Sullivan, one of the writers
of one of the amendments scream-
ed that he could not understand
why they even have to debate it any
further. He stated vehemently that
it was a "ridiculous technicality"
that kept the amendment from
being passed last week, and he
didn't want to see it drag on any
further.
After a lengthy discussion over
whether the motion to refer was a
valid motion, Jim Pomeroy moved
that discussion on the motion to
refer be closed and a vote taken.
After being seconded by Tom
Hefferon, the motion passed by a
two-thirds majority.
The SGA then voted on Beck-
with's motion to refer the amend-
ments to the Procedures Com-
mittee. The motion was defeated
by a clear majority.
After the failure of a motion to
adjourn, the SGA voted on the
proposed amendment without any
debate. Following the roll-call vote
the vote was 25 in favor of the
amendment, two opposed to the
amendment, and six abstentions.
The secretary then asked for any
vote changes. After two vote
changes, Reiner asked if there
were any further changes, and
hearing none announced that the
amendment had failed because it
had not received a two-thirds
affirmative vote. At this point, the
secrertary, Carolyn Ginsburgh vol-
unteered to change her vote from
an abstention to a yes vote, even
though the failure of the amend-
ment had already been announced.
Reiner however, allowed the vote
to be changed and the amendment
passed by a vote of 24-2-7.
HWAV1 ON MAMO
249-6833
'"
Win®
SWI ere It a f i ts
249-6833
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Tom Reiley Sells Beer, Studies Art
History and Collects Old Weapons
photo by Sue Stanczyk ...
American phllospher Marshall Cohen spoke on "Morality and
International Affairs on Wednesday, October 8 at Trinity College.
by Denise D'Agostino.
Perhaps this year's freshmen
and those who were freshmen not
so long ago remember receiving a
letter containing a small yellow
card. Although not stated any-
where on the card, Tom Reiley is a
the man responsible for those
yellow cards. In addition to this,
Tom Reiley is a wine consultant, an
art and antiques collector, a Trinity
student, a commissioner on the
Connecticut State Historical Com-
mission, and owner of D & D
Package Store, although not
necessarily in that order.
No unfamiliar with the package
store business, Reiley owned two
other stores prior to opening D & D
in 1974. If this sounds like a man
deeply rooted in the package store
business, he's not. According to
Reiley, he's a self-proclaimed ad-
vanced adolescent, meaning that
he still doesn't know what he wants
to do. He shrugs off the psy-
chologist's term of 'mid-life crisis'
by explaining that "it 's nothing
new. I've never known what I
wanted to do."
He does, however, know that he
enjoys collecting seventeenth cen-
Yale Sex for Grades Case Ends
College Press Service
Ending the nation's most
significant sex-for-grades case, a
federal appeals court ruling last
week denied five Yale University
women's appeal to re-hear their
sexual harrassment charges against
certain faculty members.
The three-judge panel of the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court'of Appeals said
charges of sexual harassment and
an "atmosphere of inequality" were
pure speculation and conjecture.
"We do not believe that the
courts should indulge in
speculation of the sort required
here," Judge Edward Lumbard
ruled.
Of the five women, one had
complained a male professor
slashed her grade from an "A" to a
"C" because she refused to submit .
to his sexual demands. Another
woman claimed, she had been
forced to have sexual intercourse
with an instructor, and ultimately
had to forsake her chosen major.
Still another said she was forced to
leave her position as an athletic
assistant to the men's hockey team
because of sexual harrassment.
In its ruling, the court said the
women had not suffered "distinct
and palpable" injury because of
Yale's action (or inaction) on the
allegations.
But in its three-year journey
through the courts, the Yale sex-
for-grades case set several im-
portant legal precedents, including
a ruling that sexual harrassment
constitutes discriminating against
women. .
"The momentum we've
established here has already
reached many women across the
country," asserts Anne Simon,
lawyer for the five women. "And
sooner or later a judge will rule to
get these guys (the accused male
professors)."
Simon adds that women from
across the country have "been
seeking more information about
this case, and how it could lead to
more equitable guidelines at their
institutions.
The five women, who have
already graduated, were not asking
for monetary compensation, but
sought a court order directing Yale
to institute grievance procedures
dealing with harrassment com-
plaints. When the complaints were
first' aired more than three years
ago, there were no procedures.
Since then, Yale has established
grievance procedures, though
there's some dispute as to how
effective they will become. '•
"It appears that the major relief
sought in this suit has already been
granted," said the ruling.
Simon, however, argues the new
procedures fall far short of insuring
reasonable protection for college
students against professors' sexual
desires.
"It's lots of paper, but very little
action. For ' example, the dean
makes the final and only binding
decision. The board has no power
at all, except to advise," she.
complains.
She adds that either a grade
change or some other type of
compensation for a victim can be
made only if the alleged per-
petrator agrees.
"Now that's ridiculous," she
claims.
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tury European art, antiques,and
military weaponry. In fact, walk
into the back room of D & D and
you can't help but notice what
appears to be an enormous leather
jacket hanging from the ceiling. In
reality, a ninteenth century re-
production of a buff coat worn by
early settlers.
To further his interest in art,
Reiley is currently enrolled at
Trinity under the Independent
Degree Program and plans to get
his B.A. in Art History. He
acknowledges the fact that he is
probably one of the oldest students
on campus. "I know I'm older than
at least one of my professors," he
adds. This summer he plans to go
to Italy with the Trinity program so
that he can "knock off a credit or
two" and see Italy, a place he's
never been before.
His interest in art was publicly
realized when Governor Ella
Grasso made him a committee
member in the Connecticut State
Historical Commission. Besides
providing funds, both state and
national, to individuals involved in
preserving historical sites,
 { the
Commission is also involved in
establishing houses for the elderly
and disadvantaged. It is their hope
to do so by renovating older
dwellings. In Reiley's words, "We
are history. People alive - all
people,"
In addition to his artful en-
deavors, Reiley does find time to
manage the D & D Package Store.
In his estimation, that is the only
reason why people would be inter-
ested in him. - • , .
' "Tn'ere's a great mystique about
owning your own package store.
People see it as a sign of being
independent. You sit behind a
counter and make a million. People
• • • • • • * • * • • • * * • • *
CASA Dl
TRAVEL
Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
DOMENIC SCOTECE
(203) 527-6600
422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford; Conn. 06106
across from D&D Package
• * * • • • • • • • * • • * • * •
don't realize the time, money, and
work involved. Fpr instance, a keg
of beer weighs 170 pounds, and I
try to sell at least a hundred a
week." According to Reiley, he
usually does.
Normally, a package store
changes hands every two years.
The dream of owning a package
store exists with a lot of people
Once they own it, they then have to
try and make a living from 8 a.m. to
8 p,m. six days a Week by brings in,
on the average, $125,000 a year in
volume. The gross profit is about
25,000, which pays the tent, sal-
aries, utilities, etc.
If you don't do more than
$500,000 a year in volume business
per year, then the package store is
not viable. "Business is usually
only good when you make it good."
Finally, the owner clears about
$12,000, which is still taxable and
which usually must go to pay the
loan taken out to buy the store,
After that first year, the place is
put up for sale, and it takes another
year to find a buyer.
As for those little, yellow cards,
Reiley feels that Trinity students
are going to cash checks anyway,
so he<might as well have a system
for it and promote business as well.
It is just such a service and just
such ingenuity which prevents the
business from becomiriing, in
Reiley's words, "stagnant."
Reiley suggests that Trinity stu-
dents are "descerning customers"
who go for premium brands. Cur-
rently, Trinity's three favorite
it is the discerning student vAw
then walks into D & D and comes
out with more than this? week's
'premium.'
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Commentary
Candidate Anderson in Hartford
by Peter Stinson
By nature, politcians are very
good at a very few things. Saying
nothing in many words and shaking
hands with a firm grip are two of
the few things that politicians are
very good at. Presidential can-
didate J<)hn B. Anderson is no
exception. On his recent October
7th visit to Hartford; Anderson
showed perfect form in both of
these political activities.
Rep. John Anderson
Tuesday the seventh was a
typical day for many, but for those
rtowji (is. that what it is?)
I,' - trii&day' was anything''
but typical. Presidential hopefijl
John Anderson was in the city
politicking for himself. He arrived
in the late morning from who-
knows-where and went directly to
the Civic Center to eat a not-so-
quiet lunch with the Connecticut
campaign chairpeople to plan the
final Connecticut program. At a
few minutes after two in the after-
noon, Anderson left the Center and
was literally mobbed by well wish-
ers.
One ardent Trinity supporter
situated herself by the escalator so
as to get a chance to shake hands
with Anderson as he rode down.
The crowd outside swelled from
maybe one hundred anxious sup-
Support Our
Advertisers
porters to several hundred as he
stepped outside amid cheers of
"Anderson in Eighty," Sur-
rounded by members of the Secret
Service (dressed in ultra-conser-
vative three piece suits, they stood
out like elephants in a herd of
caribou), Anderson walked to sev-
eral blocks to the Old State House
where he gave a brief press
conference.
Along the way he shook hands
with several hundred well wishers
as his entourage of another several
hundred filled the streets blocking
traffic. Television news crews jost-
led for position as they tried to firm
Anderson admidst the crowd.
It was most amusing to watch
the camera crews trip over each
other and crush innocent by-stand-
ers as they crept forward oblivious
to everything but Anderson.
About the only things Anderson
isaid on the four block trek was
"Hello. . . How are you . . . Thank
you . . . " to the people who he met
along the way. Above those_pne
way remarks, a reporter was able to
ask Anderson if he liked the crowd.
His response was "Any more and it
would be difficult to walk." (It
already was.) But more than that,
Anderson would definitely enjoy all
the support possible, as the elec-
toral votes from Connecticut could
make or break his try for the
Presidency.
The press conference at the Old
. State House was again a typical
political ploy with Anderson look-
ing for massive media coverage to
boost his popularity over the other
two candidates. When asked if he
thought the campaign was be-
coming a bit viscious, Anderson
replied that under the circum-
The TRIPOD
is Looking for a
Hartford Editor
Any Interested
Students
should contact
Patty Hooper
at 246-1829
stances he had better not answer
(good move).
Outside the State House, the
crowd dwindled to a few staunch
supporters and curious on-lookers
and a Carter/Mondale worker vig-
goursly trying, without success, to
pushbuttons and leaflets upon the
gathered few.
After the conference, Anderson
was wisked into a waiting car and
driven south for a rally at Yale.
And so it was that a major
candidate came to Hartford with
few words and a firm handshake
seeking support and a few votes.
If it is an indication of anything, we
will probably be seeing more of Mr.
Anderson and the other two can-
didates in the very near future.
AFTeR 7 H E ~ \ J T A N D
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THE CAMPAIGN, zwCONVENTIONS-
liberalism is Not a Lost Cause
Campaign '80
III
by B. Kehoe
Today, conservatism like the C &
W style and bastardized New
Wave is In. And to be a professed
conservative or better yet a neo-
conservative is to be a person
worthy of respect and in some
cases awe, depending on how long
you've felt this way. In the face of
our country's swing to the right
what currently passes as liberalism
hafc been roundly condemned.
Taking up the soiled banner of
the Left is Edward M. Kennedy
an(l his neo-Camelotian followers;
the! children that past legend
forgot. Kennedy has maintained
hisf belief in activist government
ani has therefore identified him-
self with what he calls the tra-
ditional wing of the Democratic
party, whose New Deal grounded
liberal principles the country must
follow in order to extricate itself
from the present crisis.
this position is wrong on several
counts. A traditional Democratic
party does not exist. From its
inception in the early 1800's to
well into the first third of the
twentieth century, the Democratic
party followed the political prin-
ciples of Jeffersonian laissez faire
liberalism. Only with the election of
Franklin Roosevelt did the party
embrace a government inter-
ventionist philosophy established
during the first two decades of this
century. By the mid-1970's how-
ever, it was becoming evident that
this second stage of liberalism had
run its course and was popularly
seen as having become excessive
" and counteproductive. This has
been the great mistake • of the
Kennedyites. By failing to realize
the changing conditions the coun-
try has gone through, the collapse
of the sacred New Deal coalition
was obvious enough signal, they
have become political dinosaurs
without a constituency.
American history is said' to be a
series of liberal reform movements
laced with spells of conservatism,
inactivity, and complacency. Like
the decades of the 1920's and
1950's the present period resem-
bles the second category.' Today,
there is a widespread feeling of
exasperation and confusion. The
political system based on the
liberal approach begun in the
progressive era of interventionist
government is malfunctioning and
the predictable response this state
of affairs has been a return to
conservatism, characterized by a
lack of political innovation. For
example, there is the constant
complaint of excessive government
spending and regulation of not only
the economy but of private lives of
its citizens as well. But instead of
introducing comprehensive bur-
eaucratic reform politicians favor
simply a balanced budget and the
people respond by occasional^
refusing to pay their taxes.' ;
Despite the present circum-;
stances liberalism will not cease to:
exist. Conservatism is basically
negative in that it acknowledges
the faults of the situation but offers;
.no solutions to remedy it. Beingj
only reactionary it cannot for an
extended time last as the dominant
nationa consenses. Liberalism is in
the process of taking a new form.
By the end of the decade of the
1980's this country will most likely
enter into a third phase of liberal
reform those government inter-
ventionist views of the twentieth..
The result could be a limitation of
specific government operations
through federal reform1 while main-
taining proper safeguards and reg-
ulation of private interests and,
stress a return to local and in-
dividual responsibility and free-
doms.
T I E HEN College Press Service
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Curriculum Review
The ad hoc Committee on Curriculum Review has
undertaken the monumental task of studying Trinity's
curriculum. This review is one of the crucial issues
facing the College this year. At the core of any institu-
tion of higher education is its curriculum. This body of
knowledge is indicative of the values and goals of the
institution. Because of the primary role curriculum
plays at the College it is vital that the entire College
community understand and consider the issues in-
volved in this review.
The open curriculum was adopted ten years ago. Its
success or lack of success is perhaps the most import-
ant issue which the ad hoc committee should con^
sider. In the past several years many colleges and uni-
versities have returned to some kind of distribution re-
quirements. Critics of the open curriculum have said
that it expresses no philosophy of what education
should be. Supporters have said, that distribution re-
quirements are not the only way to provide this philos-
ophy of education.
The Ad Hoc committee should seriously consider
whether Trinity graduates are liberally educated under
the open curriculum. In making this determination, the
committee should consider several questions.
Do students need to be exposed to a series of
courses which reflect a common denomenator of
knowledge that is important to the individual? Does
the open curriculum provide this denomenator?
Have students fallen victim to the disease of special-
ization? Are they receiving a general understanding of
the major disciplines outside of their major? Is there
any coherence to this understanding?
Are the essential knowledge and skills of an under-
graduate education being learned? Are we producing
students who can write and think clearly and
analytically?
Does the open curriculum foster a climate of intel-
lectual growth and excitement?
The answers to these questions are not easy. Cur-
riculum involves, by its nature, broad questions of
educational philosophy. The answers are, however, vit-
ally important. These answers taken together are the
answer to a larger question: What does a Trinity
diploma mean?
Students can provide the committee with -valuable
insights into the answers to these questions.
Educational philosophy and policy has for too long
been ignored by students; we tend to leave these
questions to the faculty and administration. There are
no Issues which effect students more than these. They
strike at the very reason we are all here: to become
educated. The ad hoc committee has invited the entire
college community to contribute to the review process.
Students should not ignore this opportunity, for it is
more than an opportunity, it is a responsibility.
Students who have views on the curriculum should
___pu1: those views in writing and submit them to the com-
mittee. The Tripod is, of course, open for any submis-
sions on this issue..
Curriculum review has long range consequences for
the College. It is not an easy process and there will be
no easy answers. But it is important that we all seek
the answers. The search for any answers Is part of
education. ^
SGA Elections
The Student Government Association is to be com-
mended for its recent decision to hold campus wide
elections for SGA president and vice president. The re-
sponsibility for choosing competent leadership now
lies where it should: with the student body.
We hope the student body will take this responsi-
bility seriously. The elections should not be seen as a
Joke or a popularity contest. The candidates should be
evaluated on their proposals for the future and their
ability to lead. The SGA cannot become a strong force-
ful voice of student opinion if it does not have compe-
tent leadership.
On Thursday night at 8 p.m. a candidates forum will
be held in McCook Auditorium. We urge all students to
attend this forum and hear the candidates speak.
The SGA has taken an important step forward. With
incdreased student interest and strong leadership it
can serve as a representative of students views and
needs. The potential for student government is great.
On Friday we hope all students will vote in an intelli-
gent, reasonable manner for the candidate who they
believe can best lead the SGA and the student body
through the coming year.
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Running in Place
An Orphan on Parents' Weekend
by Kate Meyers
Another Parents' Weekend come
and gone and Dr. Louis Meyers has
not yet made that great pilgrimage
into New England to visit his only
daughter. On this weekend, I am
fated to be a surrogate child, the
Pipes sing, the Bantams tackle,
the rains fall, and I inevitably
become the pseudo-child of some-
one else.
It is bad enough that one feels
obligated to get dressed up for
one's parents, (my mother has
been know to cry, stutter and
hyperventilate at the sight of my
Converse All-Stars) but to deck
yourself in dapper duds for some-
one else's rents seems a brutal
task. Forced smiles, cocktail par-
ties, and "what are you doing when
you grow up?" are the usual fare.
Long waits in crowded restau-
rants, too much eating, too much
drinking, and too much small talk
enervate body, mind and spirit.
The social pinball machine in my
mind registers "tilt". I close my
door to the outside world, vowing
not to smile, look at another piece
of food (. or say "nice to meet you"
for a while. The arrival of Sunday
morning is welcomed along with
two Alka-Seltzer and The New York
Times.
I cannot blame my father for
passing up these visiting days at
camp. Did 1 say camp? Sorry, 1
meant college. Anyway, I think too
much of the guy to associate him
with the phoniness that goes on in
and among these ivy-covered ed-
ifices. He doesn't smoke, he
doesn't drink, and he's not what I
would call the verbal type. And
besides all of the above, he dresses
too much on the cool side to be
hanging out in Mather Campus
Center.
I must admit, though, that the
major contention giving Doc ab-
sentee status from this forty-eight
hour frolic has mostly to do with the
action that began at one o'clock on
Sunday in Three Rivers Stadium
. when the Steelers faced the Cin-
ncinati Bengals . . . mostly to do
with the boyish smile that performs
a coup over his face as he walks
around the second floor bundling
himself up for the afternoon's
activity . . . mostly to do with the
excitement that circulates as he
witnesses the drama performed by
the men in black and gold.
So I forgave my father for not
showing up, not because 1 wouldn't
like to see him, but because he
belongs there in the stadium and
hot here at college. Real true smile
stretches at that football ganw****
when the action will bring him to
his feet. It might be a Shell,
interception, a Lambert tackle, or a
Swann reception that spark this
reaction, But whatever the play, I
can picture him standing there, in
the first row of the second tier on
the forty yard line with his lips
jammed in the upturn. And I've
never encountered a smile like that
in all my orphan days on Parents'
Weekend.
r
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Student Government Elections
Two weeks ago on Tuesday night
various members of the newly elect-
ed student Government attempted
to postpone the elections of officers
in favor of the passage of a Consti-
tutional amendment that would
provide for the popular election of
the President and the Vice-
President, Such action resulted
from numerous calls, which in-
cluded the editorial board of the
Tripod, for the campus-wide elec-
tion?? of the two offices. Unfor-
' tunately, S.G.A. Constitution stip-
ulations, which state that 1) all elec-
tions of officers shall take place at
the first meeting and 2) that a pro-
posed amendment must be in the
hands of representatives at least one
week before it's voted on, curtailed
concerned members' efforts in their
first meeting to halt the Presidential
and Vice-Presidential elections.
In that meeting two motions to
amend the Constitution in this as-
pect were moved, distributed to the
representatives, and placed on the
agenda for last Tuesday's meeting.
In order to see the passage of the
amendment, which requires a two-
thirds majority, the authors of one
of the two amendments, Chris Sul-
livan and John Leisenring, and I,
the author of the other one, consol-
idated our proposals into what we
thought was an effective
amendment. Due to parliamentary
shenanigans, the SGA for almost an
hour addressed Stewart Beckwith's
motion to throw all concerned Con-
stitutional proposals into commit-
tee and for that committee to come
;it- 'sufficient'' proposal by
two weefaf-.' Stew's • motion' was
made even before he or anyone else
had heard our revised Constitu-
tional amendment! As it turned
out, his motion was clearly voted
down. After a meeting of two
hours and fifteen minutes, I was
finally give the OK to read our pro-
posed amendment. Within ten
minutes it passed, squeaking past
the two-thirds rule by one delayed
change of vote.
As you now must sense, the Stu-
dent Government meetings have not
run smoothly or efficiently for the
past two weeks. Hoping for a halt
of such nonsense, I would like to
make recommendations so that you
can pressure your representative to
act responsibly.
First of all, it is the President's
responsibility to ensure that
meetings run smoothly and that
proposals are discussed in a practi-
cal order. Our discussion of Stew's
proposal before hearing the
proposed amendment was nothing
short of ridiculous. Secondly, in a
'WStetaJJ - manner of irresponsi-
bility, members continue to abstain
on crucial votes that demand no
more than a YES or NO reply. For
example, there were seven absten-
tions on the vote to amend the Con-
stitution to allow for at-large
elections for the SGA's President
and Vice-President. Such irrespon-
sibility is preponderous and I only
hope that members begin to vote
how they feel.
In closing, the consequence of
such,a long, tiresome ordeal is a
campus-wide election for the Pres-
ident and Vice-President to take
place this Friday the 17th in
Mather. After spending so much
time to pass the amendment, I don't
take the election of these two
offices with a grain of salt. I urge all
candidates to actively campaign and
if elected to follow common sense
and to act responsibly. I am per-
turbed that a few candidates are
running for nothing more than a
joke or to win a bet. For instance,
one particular candidate for the
greater part of his freshman year
urinated down a four story stair-
well for the ecstacy of hearing
about someone's fall or another's
grasping of the handrail with
shocklFinally, I urge all students to
stay abreast of the election, to vote
with respect for the two offices, and
to follow student government
happenings.
Sincerely,
LynSnodgrass
At-LargeRep;
Leisenring and Sullivan
COHESIVENESS and AC-
COUNTABILITY . . . If we had to
choose two words which we
thought would best describe our
reasons for desiring to run for
President and Vice-President of the
S.G.A. it would be these two
words.
During the past' two years,
Trinity has undergone a consider-
able amount; .of change in student
attitude. Some may say that the
problem is that students are still
too apathetic and lack no genuine
concern or desire to be a voice for
change. While we believe that it
would be a healthier social and
communal atmosphere if more
students did channel energy into
the various college organizations
which are in need of student input,
we also realize that the real
problem is not apathy but a lack of
collective intent (or cohesiveness).
Webster defines apathy as a
"lack of interest of concern." If
students are apathetic, then why
has Trinity recently seen the- cre-
ation of two student groups (The
Committee For Change At Trinity
and The Student Coalition) and the
enthusiasm demonstrated by vari-
ous people running for S.G.A. in
the election of a few weeks past? Is
it the fever of the election year or a
desire to get another item on their
1
 college record?
We believe that the answers to
these questions are simple. While
' it may be easy to get caught up in
running for an S.G.A. position, the
efficient execution of the job of a
representative or an executive pos-
ition requires a great deal of
energy. In the last year we believe
that we have shown that we have
the sufficient amount of energy
required to activate student in-
terest.
In March of last year, John
Leisenring initiated debate on the
floor of the S.G.A. in regard to
hopes for reinstatement of the
College Counseling Center. He
drew up a petition against the
decision to phase' out the Center.
Over 1,000 students signed the
petition which had the endorse-
ment of the S.G.A Unfortunately,
since the Board of Trustees had the
final say, the decision to gradually
phase out two position in the
Center was made and will probably
be implemented in 1981.
Although the campaign is not '
over, it is this type of energy that
will be needed in the future, if
students are ever able to have their
voices heard and the pursuit of
their objectives transformed into
accountability. This administration
decision (and others like it) on such
issues as tenure, the minority
situation and the phase-out of The
Education Department requires the
involvement of concerned students.
Chris Sullivan, a Sophomore at
Trinity, worked on the S.G.A. last
year. During his year as a repre-
sentative from Jackson dorm for
the S.G.A. This year, Sullivan,
along with Leisenring initiated the
Sullivan-Leisenring amendment to
the S.G.A This ratified amendment
to the S.G.A. has made it possible
for the Student body at-large to
elect their President and Vice-Pres-
ident of the school. The advantages
of the new amendment are
hopefully a follows:
A-Greater awareness and inter-
est in the S.G.A. and school issues
will come as a result.
B-At-Large Election, giving stu-
dents an opportunity to actively
express their opinions through
candidates' platforms!
C-Students vying for these po-
sitions will engage in a debate
forum night in McCook Auditorium
(Thursday night).
D--The new election format will
break the old red tape of past
elections which lacked account-
ability for why officers were
chosen.
Finally, before concluding, here
is a list of objectives that we have
for this year's S.G.A.
#1--An Actionary vs. Reactionary
stance.
#2--Initiation and advocacy of
public debates and/or a debating
society.
#3-An S.G.A. representative to
attend faculty meetings, The Ed-
ucation Poiicy Committee, The
Appointment and Promotion Com-
mittee and The Institute of Prior-
ities Committee meetings.
^--Establishment of a forum
night for progress repcJrts from five
main student groups to promote
greater cohesiveness.
S.G.A.
(a) S.G.A.
(b) Committee Fr Change at
Trinity (CCAT)
(c) Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(T.C.B.)
(d) The Student Coalition
(e) The Tripod
#5--A greater S.G.A. focus on the
problems of:
—Tenure
—The Minority Situation
—The role of the Fraternities
—Security at Trinity
—The fate of The Counseling
Center
—The rote of The President of
The College
In conclusion, John Leisenring
and Chris Sullivan have brought
Trinity College a long needed open
S.G.A. election. It has been ad-'
vocated by The Tripod for two
years and is finally a reality. We
hope that students will continue to
let us work to make Trinity's
S.G.A. more accountable and the
student body more cohesive.
On Friday, October 17th please
circle,
LEISENRING and SULLIVAN
THANK YOU1
A Fortress Mentality
To the Editor:
I am repulsed by the
security alert sheets tacked
increasingly to my bulletin
board. They smack of rac-
ism and relect the fortress
mentality afflicting our
country and many of its
institutions.
' I don't think we can trust
a scared Trinity under-
graduate to know a "Ja-
maican accent" from a
Haitian one,or whatever. I
am not even sure that it is
possible for one to dis-
tinguish between white
ethnics or blacks when
masks are worn in the dark
of night. What is worrisome
is that these sheets will
contribute to a climate of
hysteria wherein evidence
is grossly distorted and
stereotypes pf the worst
kind strengthened. Several
of my black students have
complained to me of calls to
Security reporting their
presence on our campus. I
understand that last week-
end's conference on black
education set off a number
of after dark reports. If
these alerts continue in
their current form I have
little doubt that we will
soon be reading of "burly"
blacks and getting titil-
lating descriptions of male
anatomical features. Per-
haps we will give "our
blacks " little identification
badges that glow in the
darkf As a historian of race
relations I feel sad sense of
deja va.
Of course, there is a
crime problem here, a pro-
blem that will probably get
worse over the next few
years. Of course, security
officers would have re-
sources adequate to protect
us from impoverished
youth in a humane and
effective manner. But
wouldn't it be prudent also
to strengthen our programs
on urban, minority and
Third World affairs? At the
moment many of these
proper educational ap-
proaches are in fact being
desman tied by decision
malting processes that are
Casting qualified scholars to
the winds, this is tragic
and, in the long run, ir-
responsibly stupid educa-
tional and social policy. It is
not in the best interests of
Trinity and its relations
with the Community. If it
doesn't lead directly to
crime it certainly helps
determine how we fight it
and whether dark comp-
lexioned students and
guests can feel welcome
.here.
Sincerely,
Ronald K. Goodenow
Assistant Professor of
education
Reiner for President
To the Student Body:
Last week, the S.G.A. amended
the Constitution,- enacting a
provision that the President and
Vice-President of the S.G.A. are to
be elected at large. My name is
Mike Reiner and I am seeking re-
election as President. As we have
done in the past, Sandy Smith a
vice-presidential candidate, and I
are running on a ticket.
In the S.G.A. elections last May,
Sandy and I were elected pro
tempore officers. We won the
election because we came out with
a strong platform and emphasized
the need for good leadership. This
past semester, we were re-elected
as President and Vice-President
respectively.Below are some of the
ideas in our platform.
(1) Increased student awareness
of the S.G.A.; We plan on having
weekly Tripod articles written by
the S.G.A. itself. We also intend to
write newsletters to the students..
You may remember a letter in the
beginning of the semester. This was
written by Sandy and I - We
initiated, this idea;
(2) Increased student input: We
advocated that S.G.A. meetings -
oushould be on a day that we could
get current Tripod reporting and
announcing. This way students will
cont. on p. 10
Troiano for President
To the Tripod';
As I declare my candidacy for the
presidency of the Student Govern-
ment Association, I believe it is im-
portant for me to state my reasons
for running, my level of commit-
ment, and my qualifications.
I have served on the S.G.A. for
three semesters since I came to
Trinity in 1976.1 have been a mem-
ber of the President's Institutional
Priorities Council, the Student Van
Committee, the Pub Committee,
and I presently serve on the Ad Hoc
Ciriculum Review Committee.
I believe that it is vital to the
health of an institution such as
Trinity to have some avenue for
student participation in the import-
ant issues affecting the school. The
Student Government Association
should at the very least serve as the
voice of the student body reacting
with and to the powers that be
within the faculty and the admin-
istration. Since student input is not
usually requested by either the
faculty or the administration on the
most basic issues, the S.G.A. has a
responsibility to actively offer un-
Solicited Concern.
Issues such as Trinity's efforts to
recruit alumni sons and daughters
at a time when minority recruit-
ments are so low, the sexism and
anti-semetism of many admini-
strative decisions, arbitrary faculty
bonuses, and the present ceiling on
F.T.E.'s, are only a few of the
many that demand some statement
of student opinion. Yet, no such
statments are forthcoming from the
S.G.A.
A college without organized
student involvement is like a man
without a soul. I am challenging the
S.G.A, to resume its proper role as
the conscience of the Trinity com-
munity. I am also offering my time
and experience to help lead the way.
Joseph E. Troiano
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Letters to the Editor
Endorse Reiner for President
The S.G .A. amendment to elect
the President and Vice-POresident
from the student body has turned
• into a circus. Supporter's claim that
the amendment will prevent the
proceedings from becoming a
popularity contest, is ludicrous.
The signs around campus which
say "You can become President of
the S.G A." attest to this fact. How
can an election in which the
candidates need not even be on the
S.G A . to be elected to office, and
in which the candidates are given
one week to "campaign" be called
anything but a popularity contest?l
The fact that anyone can become
President is absurd (would you
want an inexperienced surgeon
operating on your body?) Both
supporters and non-supporters of
the new amendment should agree
on one thing: the President and
Vice President of the S.G.A.
should be elected on their
demonstrated ability. It is plainly
obvious that student represen-
tatives should be elected by those
who are familiar with their work, -
S.G.A. members.
As Student Government Office
secretaries,, we have worked
directly with the current President
and Vice-President of the S.G .A.,
Michael Reiner and Sandy Smith,
and can attest to their complete
competence. They both have
extensive experience on the S.G.A.
and were elected Pro Tempore
officers over the summer based on
their outstanding S.G.A. work
records. During the first months of
school they spent almost every
afternoon in the S.G.O. plus
countless weekend hours. They
take" their responsibilities very
seriously, and unlike some other
candidates, this is their major
committment. They have the in-
terest, time and talent necessary to
make the S.G.A. an efficient
organization. "
In the next few days you will see
lots of pretty posters and 'witty
slogans. We hope you will take the
time to carefully investigate the
candidates. These re-elections are
taking up valuable S.G.A. time as it
is.^  make sure you' vote for the
people with the best demonstrated
abilities. Re-elect Michael Reiner
and Sandy Smith; they are the only
intelligent choice.
Lynn Susman '81
Jennifer Wolfe '84
Student Government
Secretaries
Office
Help the Starving
At least twelve million (that's 12,000,000) people, more than half
of them children, are threatened by famine in East Africa according
to The New York Times (10-10-80; p.,A6 ). The Times also reports
that the efforts of relief agencies are hampered by a lack of public
awareness. You've been informed. Here are the addresses of
agencies trying to assist the staving:
Smith for Vice President
U.S. Committee for Unicef
331 East 38th Street
New. York, ]NY 10016
Africare
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
World Vision
P.O. Box O;
Pasadena, Calif. 91109
Mennonite Central Committee
21 South 12th Street
Akron, Penha. 17501
Catholic Relief Services
1011 First Avenue
New York, NY 10022
Lutheran World Relief
360 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010
Church World Service
475 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10115
CARE
660 First .Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Dear Trinity Students,
My name is Sandra Smith, and I
am running as an incumbent for re-
election to the position of Vice-
President of the S.G.A. I became
the Vice-President in May, and my
position was reinstated by acclama-
tion by the S.G.A. in September.
Last year, my sophomore year, I
edited the Course Evaluations
Booklet, served on the Housing
Advisory Committee and I worked
to make the S.G.A. more viable.
This year I am currently the Vice-
President, Chairman of the Consti-
tutions Committee and on the Saga,
Student Input, and Housing
Advisory Committees,
Reiner
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be aware of the issues and come to
the meetings. Polls to be ad-
ministered twice a semester,.is also
our aim.
(3)Increased efficiency in the
S.G.A. meeting itself: Too often
meetings are long and debates
circuitous. We want efficient
meetings. To accomplish this goal,
we instituted a new way of having
committee reports — they shall be
included in the S.G.A. minutes.
What we want to see, is that the
S.G.A. be the true spokesman for
the student body. We want to
address the issues that are im-
portant to you. Two such issues
come to mind; minority affairs and
the fraternities.
We promise to tackle these
issues and more. But we need your
support. Please vote — MIKE
REINER FOR PRESIDENT AND
SANDY SMITH FOR VICE-
PRESIDENT in this Friday's
election.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike Reiner
President, S.G.A.
As Vice-President, I have worked
hard with the incumbent President,
Mike Reiner. Together, we have
organized the S.G.A. primary
elections (Dor. and At-Large), and
laid the groundwork for this year's
goals—one of which is an increased
studentjnvolvement in the S.G.A,
It is very important that the
President and the Vice-President
communicate well and work well to-
gether. I am asking for your
support for Mike Reiner and my-
self.
We, together with the S.G.A. are
seeking a greater student
involvement, but to continue this,
we need your support. Think before
you vote. This is your chance to
make a statement.
Thank you
Sandra E.D. Smith '82
Oxfam America, For Somalion Relief
302 Columbus Avenue
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Committee for Somali Refugee Relief
Suite 707 "
1900 L Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
Vote for Experience Do ISfot Vote for Reiner
t o the Editor:
As S.G,A. representatives, we
would like' to voice our firm
support for Mike Reiner and Sandy
Smith for President and Vice -
President of the Student Body:
Mike and Sandy served in these
capacities during the summer
months. We believe they have
gained the experience necessarnee necessary "cpicsemaiivSad Theft
for a productive fall-term S.G.A.
We would request then, that the
student body support them on
election day. Thank you.
' Stewart Beck with
S.G.A. Senior Class
Representative
Eric, Anderson
S . Q . A . O f f - c a m p u s
Representative
Dear Sir:
I would like to express my
personal disgust concerning a
recent incident in the Life Science
Center. On the evening of Thur-
sday October 9, more than 30
plants owned and cared for by our
building custodian, Vincente
Bayona, were stolen from the Life
Science Center. Vincente had
grown many of these large plants
from cuttings years ago. All the
students and staff who know this
Reagan
There will be another Trinity
Students for Reagan/ Bush
meeting in the Cave, Thursday at
4:30. We will discuss plans for the
debate, setting up an information
table and working at the state
headquarters. If you want to see
Reagan & Bush elected, give us a
hand. Contact box 627 if you'd like
to help but can't make the meeting.
- man snare in his personal sadness
and bewilderment. If this theft
came from within the Trinity
community I-am even more sad-
dened. I know of no staff member
at this College which is more loyal.
We owe Vincente more than the
theft of:his pride and joys!
Sincerely,
Craig W. Schneider
Assistant Professor
of Biology
Before starting I would like to
preface my argument. I have no
personal or political grudge with
Mike Reiner. I think he is a fine
representative and should continue
as a voting miember of the SGA.
However, I do not feel that he is
qualified nor 'has he shown any
ability to be the leader of the SGA.
This is my third year and fifth
term on the SGA and I have seen
the SGA run effectively and
poorly. Never!has the SGA been
run so poorly than the last two
meetings; for which Mike Reiner
was President.: In the crucial vote
that came up to change the
election of SGA officers to a
campus-wide i election, Reiner
consciously attempted to stalwart
the desires of i the SGA and the
Student Body to secure his election
as President for at least one more
term. This attempt was made at
two meetings and fortunatelymtatj
to the persistence of . stMKf^
members of the SGA^jij^W*'*
attempt failed. On oneitfea'sibn he
instructed a representative to
abstain on the crucial vote of
campus-wide elections. Had this
been an irresponsible represen-
tative the vote may well have failed
by one vote. This is not the role of
the Student Gov't. President. He
should lead the SGA, not attempt
to dominate it.
I do not feel that Mike Reiner
has come close to fulfilling his
responsibilities as SGA President.
As the Representative of the lunior
Class I urge my class as well as the
entire student body not to vote for
Mike Reiner for SGA Pres.
Sincerely,
Matthew Pace
Class of '82 Representative to
the SGA
We need you NOW!
Campaign '80
Election day is fast approaching. The Tripod
welcomes reader commentaries on any aspect of the
- campaign. Whether you want to write about can-
didates, issues or the way our electoral system works
the deadline is noon on Sunday. All submissions must
be typed and double spaced.
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The Club: a 'musical diversion'
by Rachel Mann
The Club is a private and ancient
institution where a chosen few can
gather to discuss business, sip
"Rothschild Mouton" and sherry,
speak of their wives (and lovers),
smoke cigars and play the billiards.
In short, The Club, a "musical
diversion" written by Eve Merriam,
.depicts the elite establishment
where, traditionally, those of the
manly sex gathered.
Under Roger Shoemaker's
direction, the performers danced
and sang their way through a
tableaux of the turn of the century.
Adultery and fraternal betrayal are
subtley interwoven within
Merriam's pointed commentary on
the archaic, sexist attitudes of men
in twentieth century American
society.
When the audience is finally
convinced of the "good old boy"
chauvinism of these seven men,
Merriam has the cuckold character
remove his whiskers and let fall his
(long) hair. The broad, masculine
back turns and a woman recites,
"Illusion now is at an end ...We
need no epilogue to show/ ...that
he and she do equal share,/ that
both our sexes are judged fair,/ ...-
Depend upon it, that you
can:/ upon my honor as a man."
Shoemaker made an interesting
choice of a mediocre through -
unique piece. The attresses whom
he cast as the men were Laura
oji aV Johnny the ' beHboy,
_ Sffittffevifiis as Bertie1, Lu!cy Cole as
Algy, Cressi'da Bainton as Freddie,
Penny Sutter as Bobby, Amy
Rothschild as the Maestro, and
Beverly Gebelein as Henry, the
butler. In all cases, the Women
were' physically suited to and
costumed in their male roles. They
looked comfortable and ap-
propriate in R. Cordonnier's in-
spired two^stage set which exuded
a Victorian masculinity of dark
woods, heavy tapestries and cut-
crystal gas lamps. Visually this play
is striking, particularly when one
considers the fact that women are -
unselfconsciously mimicking and
reproducing personality traits and
physical characteristics which
society normally associates with
men.
The Club is a short, tight little
musical. Its success depends upon
an abundance of energy, and an
acutely timed and cohesive in-
teraction between the actresses.
Trinity's production at times fell
short of these standards, although
there were many solidly good
moments and some good per-
formances which contributed to a
modest success.
Wilcox and Gebelein's tap dance
routines were charming bits by
virtue of their energy and the
obvious enjoyment of the
actresses. The Maestro's one dance
solo starting from the piano bench
added a jazzy flair to the
production and to Rothschild's
somewhat limpid musician. Her
character could use a little more
development—an admittedly
difficult demand in light of her
crucial part as accompanist to the
actresses. Although . the
choreography was not notably
innovative, it fit in well with the
conservative texture of The Club,
The same can be said of the
musical arrangements, written by
Alexandra Ivanoff. The book
specifies that the scores are from
the period between 1894-1905. The
antiquity of the music, however,
was not The Club's handicap.
Rather, Evan's sharp soprano,
tenuous performance, some poor
phrasing, and a tendency of the
pianist1 to outrun the singers and
visa versa, belaboured rathan than
enhanced one's overall enjoyment
of the music.
Some ensemble pieces such as
"A Good Cigar" and "Following in
Father's Footsteps" slightly
redeemed the cast's musical
performance, as well as Bainton's
rendition of "Miranda" and Cole's
"Peggy's Legs." gutter's per-
formance of "He Reminds Her of
His Father" was sweet and con-
tributed a needed emphasis to her
too-subtle and one-dimensional
representation of a "momma's
boy." Her character was likable, -
but could stand more roundness.
All of the actresses looked like
men; however, as the show
progressed, degrees of masculinity
versus femininity could be
distinguished. Bainton was superb
as Freddie, a conservative yet
cynical man. Her acting and
singing were the most polished and
convincing of the cast, ap-
proaching a point where she en-
tirely became her male character.
One forgot while watching Freddie
that there was a woman un-
derneath the beard.
In addition, whenever the bosom
friends Freddie and Algy met on a
one to one basis on state, the
combination of Cole and Bainton
was captivating and tense; par-
ticularly in light of Coles' strong
performance and excellent use of
facial expression. One especially
felt for Algy at his last drunken and
depressed moment, which Cole
effectively portrayed.
On the other hand, Evans' dandy
was ineffective and too effeminate,
although her timing, con-
centration, and style in the
rehearsal for the Club's "Spring
Frolic" was excellent.
It will be interesting to see what
improvements two more weeks'
work will bring to Shoemaker's
show. The Club is an interesting
play with an interesting point to
make, although the plot is rather
nebulous. Some improvements in
character development and some
polishing of the music will make
The Club a solidly successful
production.
DQDDD
The Club will be presented once
again from October 31-November 1
in Gar many Hall of the Austin Arts
Center at 8:00 p.m.
The Maestro rehearses Bertie, Freddie, Algy and Bobby in THE CLUB.
The first toast of the evening a! THE CLUB.
Gejsinto
TiLEVISIGiv
•' ; Behind the scenes is where the >
action is at the CPTV Auction. If you're
energetic, dedicated and versatile, there's
a volunteer job for you making this year's
CPTV Auction a success, there are desk
jobs, inside jobs, outside jobs, physical
jobs and thinkingjobs. Volunteer today.;
Write CPTV Auction, 24 Summit Street,
Hartford, CT 06106 or call 278-5310
or 249-7769.
CPTV
MAKE OUR HOUSE YOUR HOUSE
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Arts
by Natalie E. T. Anderson
The words aren't coming this
Sunday morning (why don't you try
writing a coherent article the
morning after a flight like last
night, buddy?) and,- anyway, after
last week's opus, I feel justified in
making this article an extremely
brief one. Never mind the fact that
my dear friend, the Arts Editor,
will probably plead, "But I need the
copy, you 'silly twit," I have my
standards, and they dictate that I
should be wise enough not to at-,
tempt witchery with words when
the grey matter is paralyzed, as it is
this morning. So here goes with a
shortie ...
Last Sunday I ignored the other
sections ol the NYTimes for the
Book Review, in seanrfi of a
suitable tome to review for
Trinity's avid readers (nbt that I
can name one). I'm not" so naive
that I think anyone actually rushes
out to purchase my latest
suggestion, so the main criteria for
fitting the requirements of my
article was that I wanted to read it.
And, not to mislead the public,
that's how it works every Sunday.
So I hopped into my flammable
Pinto and headed for B; Dalton's, •
feeling guilty all the way because I
detest bookstore franchises, I
abhor the employees who read The
Guiness Book of World Records
for mental stimulation, and I hate
the Scientologists (or whoever they
are) who hang out in the Civic
Center. By the way (another one of
my legendary digressions), my
loathing for B. Dalton's was
justified when I read in the Times
on Thursday that they are so
concerned with volume selling that
they ordinarily give a new book
one week to start selling before
they ship it.back to the publisher.
No-wonder I don't want to be a
novelist.
I'm sure you're dying of curiosity
by now. Well, the book I settled for
is Margaret Drabble's The Middle
Ground. Most of you have un-
doubtedly been underpriviledged -
enough never to have heard of the
marvelous Ms. Drabble (she's
British—doesn't "Drabble" sound
proper?), but take my word for i t -
she's an exquisite writer. I've been
berated frequently enough so that
by now I know better than to
exhort people to rush out and buy
every book she's written and
supplement their "US History After
Pearl Harbor" reading with her
works. Still, they lire worth reading
(maybe over Open Period?).
I must confess, I had my article
all written out this morning, but the
serious social criticisms which I felt
obligated to make ring false, so I'm
just going to toss my notes in the
"Feathered Gladiators"
Real Art Ways (RAW) recently
.opened their sixth season of
presenting contemporary art
happenings with an exhibition
called Feathered Gladiators, a 1979
National Endowment for the Arts -
Fellowship Project by mixed-media
artist Geno Rodrigues. RAW is
located at 40 State Street in the
- downtown area, across from the
a d State House. The show will be
up until the end of October, and if
you happen to be downtown, the
fifteen minutes you might spend
looking at this exhibit would be
well worth the time. The hours that
RAW is open are: Monday thru
Friday, 11-5:00 p.m.
Feathered Gladiators consists of
a series of sepia-toned
photographs. Images of cock-fights
are contrasted with war scenes and
military medals which are in-
corporated into the surface of the
works...Red paint, a metaphor for
blood is spattered on the pieces as
well. On even others, feathers are
strewn about both on the piece
itself and the adjoining wall space.
The violent theme of this work is
expressed very well, so thoroughly
that it ' borders on being
melodramatic. It is however an
interesting attempt at bridging the
gap between photo-journalism and
more formalized concerns...At first
glance, the work of Geno
Rodrigues seems cliche'. The use of
toned photographs and the
spattered red acrylic paint initially
appeared to be little more than
sensa'tional techniq' es. Upon
closer examination, however, these
artifices take their places in the
context of the work.
The opening of the current
season marks the premier of
RAW's new gallery space and
expanded facilities. They now have
Audio production and
Audio/Visual equipment available
for research project and
production. Facilities and
equipment for in location are
available in four or eight channel
formats...Technical assistance and
information are also available.
Real Art Ways is a non-profit
organization funded by both the
public and private sectors.
can and wing it. Okay: The Middle
Ground is about Kate Armstrong, a
woman in the middle of her life
who suddently finds that something
is missing. So far, it sounds like
Passages, but give me a chance ...
Ms. Drabble focusses in on Kate's
Life with her verbal microscope and
this is why her novel is pertinent for
inexperience youths like myself,
for the author compiles such a
fascinating study of life, and a
believable one at that, that no
reader can help but invest some
emotion in the scenario which
unfolds before him/ her.
We are made privy to the many
little doubts, several nightmares,
and scores of thoughts which pass
through Kate's mind. It's always
concerned me that no writer will
ever be able to pin down every
nuance, every thought, which
defines a character, but on the
other hand, that may well be
exactly what makes novels in-
teresting.' Ms. Drabble settles for
reporting as many of the important
concerns of Kate's as she deems
necessary, and the result is realistic
enough that I, for one, felt like I
was inside Kate's head.
Not to turn this into an English
paper: the very real world which
Margaret Drabble leads us into had
an effect on me very like that
which I get when I visit friends who
live off-campus— hey, there are
kids and grandparents and the
smell of homemade food and
broken dishwashers and
everything!!! I was whisked out of
my confining little dorm room and
taken to England, where I found
myself an invisible observer of the
lives of Kate and her friends. We're
all a bit nosey, and it's fun to find
out what's going on in their world. I
suppose some people would
consider! this a "woman's book"
merely because Kate is an activist
and a woman, but ifs more like a
"seventies' book." Kate says she
feels about feminism the way her
father feels about unions—they
used to be worthy causes, but
they've gotten old real fast.
Bombarded with issues, $he'
mistakes a poster that says "Save
The Seals" for an ad for new punk
rock band. She attempts to reach a
conclusion about the graduates of
the girls' school she attended and
then realizes it's impossible. She
has affairs with a succession of
miserable men and begins to doutt
her hard-earned belief that men
aren't much different from women,
Margaret Drabble manages an
appetizing mixture of the serious
and the humorous, the important
and the mundane, and the result is
a work of uncommon humanity,
Read it.
P.S. I'm not above doing a little
schoolwork myself, and since I've
gotten so far behind reading these
extraneous books, there won't be a
book review next week so I can go
home for Open Period and catch
up. Please contain your grief.
Bombay Cuisine is located at 481 Wethersfield Avenue.
Bombay Cuisine
L
Currently at Real Arts Ways are multi-media works by Geno Rod-
riguez.
by Pam Wilton and
Mlchele Pagnotta
Hello again food lovers. Once -
again it's time to enter on our
culinery trek into Hartford. This
week, we have branched into the
foods of southern India. The
restaurant is called the Bombay
Cuisine and it is located on
Wethersfield Avenue. Upon
walking through the curtained
entrance, we were immediately
struck by the quiet of the dining
room- a welcome change from the
hustle and bustle of standard
Hartford fare.
We were seated by Harish, the
manager, who was more than
willing to answer our questions, not
only about the food, but also about
India's culture and society. The
decor of the Bombay Cuisine was a
curious blend of Indian and
Western, with black vinyl booths,
colored ceiling lights and em-
broidered wallpaper. Along the
walls were ceremonial masks and
dolls dressed in traditional -
costumes. An interesting addition
was the Christmas tree next to the
entrance, in commemoration of the
hostages in Iran. The management
has kept it as it was when the
Embassy was overtaken.
Having had Indian food only
once previously, we decided to
follow Harish's recommendations.
Indian food is divided into three
categories: Tandoori, which in-
volves marinating the meat in a
yogurt and spice base, Curries and
finally vegetarian specialties. We
started our feast (and what a feast it
is!) with assorted indian hors d'
oeuvres ($2.95). If included a
variety of traditional indian foods
including kabobs, samosa and
other fried tidbits, It was
accompanied by two types of
indian bread; Rumali Roti, which is
similar to norwegian flat bread, and
Poori, which is a puffed, pop over
type bread.
For our entrees, we chose the
vegetable Thali ($5.50), one of the
chef's recommendations, and the
full portion of Tandoori chicken
($6.50). Served on a stainless steel
tray, it consists of five different
dishes served in individual con-
tainers. It was served with another
indian bread, paratha, as well as
curried rice. The dishes themselves
ranged from an excellent vegetable
currie to a pea and fried cheese
combination and. a unique yog"*
based dip. Both in presentation and
in culinary delight, this dish was a •
success.
The Tandoori chicken, served
with curried rice was also ex-
cellent. In fact it was just as good
the next day for lunch! The yogurt
1
 and spice marinade colored the
chicken a reddish tint, and in>'
parted a unique flavor. Other
possible entrees include kabobs of
all sorts, duck specialties, as well as
sea food curries and malais sweets
are available for desert. In our
opinion however, these are not the
forte of Clement, the chef.
In all, the generous portions,
preparation of the food and the
attentive, enthusiastic service
made this outing a success. The
Bombay Cuisine is open six days a
week from 5:30 to 10:00 pjn.Any
questions, call them at 522-27y/-
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Cross Country Teams Drop Races To Wesleyan
Bantam Runners Perform Well In NESCAC Race At Colby College
by Bob Williams
This past week, both the Men's
and Women's Varsity Cross Coun-
try teams traveled to Wesleyan to
take on the Cardinals in a dual
meet, and to Colby College in
Waterville, Maine to run in the
NESCAC meet. Though the Ban-
tams did not perform well as a team
in both meets, there were some
outstanding individual perfor-
mances.
Last Wednesday, the Bantams
were handily defeated by
Wesleyan; 19-44. The loss dropped
Trinity's record to 5-6. Five new
freshman Wesleyan runners were
just too great of an obstacle for the
men from Trinity to overcome.
Wesleyan's Spence Smith ran a
superb race in winning the in-
dividual title with a time of 25:04
over the hilly 4.9 mile course. Co-
Captain Alex Magoun also ran a
fine race to finish with a time of
25:40 .'Prior to the start of the race,
Magoun had commented that he
would run a relaxed race in order
to save himself for the NESCAC
race. But feeling good at the mile
mark.'he decided to push himself.
The result was an excellent second
place finish.
The remainder of the race
belonged to Wesleyan as they took
the next seven places. Ed Suglovic,
Magoun's arch rival, finished third
in 25:49. Only Bantam Co-Captain
Bob Williams was able to break up
this string of Wesleyan runners as
he finished ninth with a time of
26:57.
Junior Doug Brooks ran perhaps
his finest race in his Trinity career
as he placed twelfth. Rounding out
the Bantam top five were Fresh-
men Greg DeMarco and Steve
Klots in thirteenth and fourteenth
places respectively. The Wesleyan
depth, as was expected, over-
whelmed the Bantams.
The Trinity women were also
confronted with a Wesleyan team
with excellent depth. Again, a fine
individual performance was the
highlight of the meet for the
Bantams. The performance
belonged to Kathy Schlein who
placed third with a time of 18:49
over the flat 3.1 mile course.
Wesleyan's Quigley captured first
place with a time fo 17:46. Fresh-
man Liz Amrian, running in her
first race for Trinity, finished a
strong sixth in 19:36. The outcome
of the team score was never in
doubt as Wesleyan won 1942. But
what must be remembered is that.
Trinity was able to put together a
full women's team for the first time
this season. The Women's outlook
for the future can be nothing but
optimistic.
The top six harriers on the men's
team and Kathy Schlein made the
six hour trip to Colby College to
participate in the NESCAC race.
Team scores are not tabulated for
Sports Commentary
Oarsman's Look At A Crew Race
the TRIPOD sports staff presents
Mr. Paine's enlightening piece on
an oarsman's-eye-view of a crew-
race in preparation for Trinity
Crews' upcoming Head of the
Charles Regatta on Sunday, Oc-
tober 19. Last Sunday's Head of te
tober 19. Last Sunday's Head of the
Connecticut race will be covered in
full in next week's TRIPOD.
Ed.
by W.D. Paine
fe'sfarHs the worSe.-'OT, to be
perfectly honest, before the start is
the worst. Leaving the dock is fine,
with your teamates cheering you
on and the coach giving last minute
advice and encouragement.
Rowing the warm-up is great:
concentration is fixed on making it
feel good, on trying to correct all
the previous week's style problems,
on bringing your body to that point
just shy of being fatigued where
you know it's ready to race. Then
the worst comes. Inevitably you are
early to the line and have to sit in
your lane, growing more sure every
minute that the five man in that
other boat has grown at least ten
inches bigger since you last looked
over. Or, you are late, and nervous
that the officials will disqualify
your boat, or even worse carry a
.grudge against you while the
crucial task of lining the boats up
goes on. Either way, you begin to
regret even that one small pancake
you had for breakfast three hours
ago as the omnipresent flutters
^grumble through the stomach.
«? TheU'tne boats are lined up. You
are sitting, arms' out at the catchi
body angled to hit that explosive
first stroke with every ounce of
power, waiting for the starting
commands. You are all peripheral
vision; you feel the boat under you
moving to the water's currents. The
millions of problems that could
happen, the thousands of things
that could go wrong in the first few
strokes of the race fly though
your consciousness like angry bees,
stinging and persistant.
"ARE YOU READY," the first
command of the start cuts through
your soul like a rapier. The muscles
are set, your oar is positioned, and
every fiber of your existance hangs
in limbo for the start itself.
"ROW!!" Instantly the world
shrinks into a space just big enough
for you, your oar, and the back of
the oarsman in front of you. The
first three strokes are sheer in-
stinct; only long hours of practice Now GIVE ME THAT SEVEN
and training keep you controlled MAN, I WANT THAT SEVEN
yet brutal as the legs begin to kick MAN!!!" you feel like a fresh pair
in and the boat gains momentum, of legs were just handed to you.
For the next fifteen strokes the The boat responds instantly as
whole world is a series of explosive eight pair of brand new legs power
catches, arms and back straining to the boat through the water like a
pass the power of the legs out wild animal on the hunt. The prey
through the oarhandle and into the is within your grasp: "I'VE GOT
water. The coxswain yells, the THE SEVEN MAN, NOW GIVE
other coxswains yell — you are ME FIVE, I WANT FIVE!!" Out of
dimly aware- of this, but after the the corner of your eye you catch a
race there Will be no memory of glimpse of the other boat's stern
anything but the growing pain, the Once visual " contact • is reached,
ache in the legs, the fire in the nothing can" hold you back; legs,
lungs. • backs, arms, all swing together in
The settle is a paradox. On one the explode/ rest, explode/ Tjest,
hand, you experience a flood of rhythm of the racing stroke: raw
relief that the blistering and power on the drive, smooth control
exhaustive pace of the start is at on the recovery. And finally,
last over; on the other, the in- disappearing astern, the marker for
creased time on the recovery must the final 500 meters flashes by.
be compensated by an even more If you had the energy to think of
determined drive, by even harder it, by now you would know that
catches, by the certain knowledge your body is reaching that point
that now begins the long haul, where the amount of energy it
Within a few strokes you have produces is being overtaken by the
settled into the racing cadence; amount expended, that lactic acid
your world begins to expand a little is building up in your system which
as you take notice of your cox- can only be removed by an end to
swain's instructions, your boat's exertion. But your mind can't
position in relation to the op- handle thoughts like that against
ponent's. Even though you're not the growing pain and the numb-
supposed to, the eyes stray out for ness in the legs..Each inhalation
just an instant: where are they? For feels like a draught of molten steel;
the oarsman, the real race has each exhalation like trying to blow
begun. vacuum. But, just as you begin to
The middle 1000 meters is to the feel that you must stop or-else die,
oarsman what heartbreak hill is to the coxswain calls the sprint. The
the marathoner. Many a crew has object of the sprint is to die.
taken a blistering opening 500m Somewhere, somehow, during the
only to burn out and fade in the last six minutes your body has
middle of the race. Just as many hidden a store of untapped energy,
crews have been slow off the line a final reserve. You must find it,
only to slowly and painfully grind reach into it, and use it to the last
away the opponent's lead, and atom. The coxswain has played her
finally to break out ahead. There is, last card; the race is totally
and never will be, no greater dependent on each of the eight
feeling than rowing through oarsmen working alone, working as
another crew. Being behind a boat a single unit. Focusing in on the
is crushingly difficult to accept: not back in front of you, you drive the
only are you aware of being stroke up higher and higher, trying
behind, but you cannot see the to get absolute speed in the boat,
other boat, you don't have the Incredibly, from an air-starved
advantage of knowing where they brain comes the ability to count* the
are and what they're doing. Only strokes of the spring: ... 27 ... 28 ...
the coxswain knows, and a good (how much more? are we ahead?)
one can work miracles of ... 30 ... 31 ...
psychology to keep the crew Maybe you won, maybe you lost;
driving, urging them on to hold it doesn't really matter. There will
contact and eventually move be post-mortem analyses enough
through. For the coxswain, that when the boat is put away, the oars
first indication that the boat is racked, and the breathing returned
indeed moving, that the other boat to normal. Win or lose, you look
is beginning to falter, is pure across the water .at your opponents,
elation. And the oarsmen can pick "prawled like your own boat over
it up at once. That moment when their oars, and call out, "Good
the coxswain says,"You're gaining! race!"
this meet. Instead, the emphasis is
placed on individual performances.
Consequently, Bantam coach
Ralph Walde predicted strong
individual performances from both
Alex Magoun and Schlein.
The weather last Saturday was
typical of Maine for the time of
year. Saturday morning proved to
be rainy and cold. This only made a
difficult hilly course even harder.
The course was on trails through
the woods which were made very
slick by the rain and cold.
The women's race began first
with 56 girls starting from 10
schools. Before the race Schlein
stated that her goal was to finish in
the top ten, and she did just that
running a very strong race to finish
tenth. Her time of 21:01 for the 3.2
mile course was excellent con-
sidering the weather.
The 5.2 mile men's course was
perhaps the toughest course
Magoun arid Williams had run on
in their four years at Trinity.
Magoun found both the course and
the weather to be difficult as he
finished a disappointing nineteenth
with a time of 28:20. Williams ran
his best race in two years and
finished right behind Magoun in
28:42, to place twenty-ninth.
Freshman Steve Klots.also ran a
good race to place fourty-sixth in
29:30. The hills and the cold
overpowered John Arbolino, Greg
DeMarco and Doug Brooks as they
placed fifty-sixth, sixty-third, and
sixty-fourth respectively. Ap-'
proximately 70 runners from 10
schools participated in this meet.
The individual winner was
Sophomore Kelly Dodge from
Colby College in a men's course
record of 27:02. The best per-
formance by a runner from
southern New England was turned
in by Wesleyan's Smith who
finished sixth.
Coach Walde was satisfied with
the performances of Schlein,
Magoun, Williams and Klots. He
also stated that Arbolino, DeMarco
and Brooks are going to have to
improve their performances if the
team is to finish with a winning
record. The Bantam harriers need
strong performances from these
three to make up for the lack of
depth. Hopefully, they will do this
in time for the Bants next meet
against *WPI Saturday.
Crow Rolls To Second
Undefeated Season
Alpha Chi Rho rolled to its
second consecutive undefeated
season as they crushed Psi U 31-13
to capture the 1980 Intramural
Football Championship. Quarter-
back Chuck Welsh threw four
touchdown passes, two to 6'7"
receiver', Carl Rapp, and two to'
fleet back Mike Bresnahan. The
Crow defensive line spearheaded
by Armando Paolino provided a
strong rush and contained stellar
quarterback Steve Woods while the
defensive backfield of Todd
Dagres, Scott Taylor and Shaun
Finnegan closed down the Psi LT
receiving corps.
Psi U drew first blood as captain
Woods guided them on a finely
executed scoring drive. Using
quick outs to receivers Ed Ryan
and Peter Duncan, Psi U moved
quicklyupfield, Woods capped the
scoring drive with a brilliant 20
yard scoring jaunt. After the extra-
point failed, Psi U led 6-0.
From there it was all' Crow.
Behind superb blocking, Chuck
Welsh ran the following kickoff
back for a touchdown. Bresnahan
swept right for the extra point and
Crow was on top 7-6. After a Steve
Bliss interception, Welch hit
Bresnahan on a screen pass and he
carried it the length of the field for
another Crow score, The defen-
ding champs scored once more
before halftime as Welsh hit Rapp
on a long scoring pass giving Crow
a comfortable 9-6 lead.
Woods tried to get Psi U back on
track in the second half but the
strong rush of linemen Mike Goss
and Jack Greene proved too much.
On Crow's first possession of the
second half Welsh hit captain Dave
Smith with a bomb down to the Psi
U one yard line. He then flicked a;
quick pass to Rapp in the endzone
to make it 25-6. Crow's final score
came on another long run by
Bresnahan. Psi U pulled to within
31-13 as Woods hit Kevin Doyle for
a touchdown but it was too little
too late.
In the final standings, Crow
finished first, Psi U second and by
virtue of a victory in the con-
solation game AD took third with
the Survivors fourth.
BANTAM SPORTS
ARENA
Women's Lacrosse
FoiNairwomen interestedjn playing Lacrosse next spring there
will be an organizational meeting Oct. 29 at 4:00 in the Tansill
Room.
JV Gridders
i
The Junior Varsity Football team stands at an unblemished 3-0
Following their latest vicoties over Williams, 21-0, and Springfield,
7-0. The team has been carried by a very strong defensive unit
which has allowed only seven points all season. In the Williams
victory, George Capozzi scored two touchdowns while Jeff McLucas
tallied the touchdown against Springfield. Other key players have
been Tony Scavongelli, Chip Farnham, Adam Rhys, Pete
Lundstrom and Doug Fauth.
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Field Hockey Drops One To Stand At 7-1
aDisco"Dot Bundy Tallies 52nd Career Goal In Tough Wesleyan Loss
"Disco and Power", reported last
Wednesday's Hartford Courant,
were two of the reasons for
Trinity's Field Hockey success.
With a winning combination of
these ingredients the Bantams this
past week could do little wrong.
Captain Lisa Lorillard set the
pace Tuesday against the Ivy
League Brown Bears on Bantam
turf. Although the forward line was
as aggressive as ever, most of the
best skillwork was seen in the
Trinity defense led by Amy Waugh,
Judy Peterson, Parsons Witbeck,
Sherry Benzel and goalie Annie
Collins, Trinity tallied their first
score when Lorillard set up Weezie
Kerr's goal. Brown was quick to
come back, scoring with a line
drive to Collins' right corner.
Trinity growled back at the Bears as
"Disco" Dot drove in the forty-
ninth goal of her career.
• In the second half, fearsome Lisa
Halle and awesome Amy Waugh
kept the ball out of Bantam
territory, feeding fuel to the
dynamic Ro Spier, who chalked up
the final goal for Trinity. The
junior varsity was not able to score
as easily and suffered a los§ to the
baby Brown Bears.
On Thursday, the bionic Ban-
tams, 6-0, traveled to North-
hampton to challenge the Smith
girls. Without too much disco
power exerted, the varsity won 3-0.
The real highlight of the game was
a personal triumph for Disco Dot
Bundy, who scored the 50th goal of
her career. All of the action took
place in the first half beginning
with aggressive Tracy Swecker's
shot. Bundy's goal was soon to
follow and Sarah Clark decided to
crown the, effort with a clever wing
shot. The second half left the
Smithies a little frustrated, unable
to score on Collins. On the whole,
the team was not at their best,
anticipating the Wesleyan game on
Saturday. Nothing Could suppress
Bundy who carried the team to
their 7-0 record. The junior varsity
was equally viscious, beating Smith
1-0 with the only goal scored by
Lisa Sperry..
When the Field Hockey team
awoke Saturday to, see the rain
falling, they knew that no effort
could be spared. This was to be the
game that would challenge their
perfect record, but a few rain drops
did not discourage the anxious
Bantams.
No sooner had the game begun,
when Dottie Bundy made a shot on
goal, which was called back for
offsides. The Bantams may have
been a bit eager, but Wesleyan, led
by Barbara Martin, was quick to the
ball. The first half was a battle of
speed and Wesleyan exhibited their
skill, scoring two goals. None other
than Ro Spier could have marked
Martin the way she did. Never
leaving her for a moment, Spier
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Trinity's Dottie Bundy [r.] battles for possession in Women's Field Hockey action last week. Bundy
scored her fifty-second goal during the final week.
kept her on her toes all game long.
During the second half, the
Bantams rose to meet the Cardinal
challenge. Sarah Clark scored and
Bundy followed suit to tie the
score, 2-2. Wesleyan's enthusiasm
did not abate, however, and they
scored their third goal. Trinity
came back quickly as dynamite
Dottie scored her fifty-second goal
and brought the game to its climax
at 3-3. In the last five minutes of the
game, the Cardinals slipped in the
final and deciding goal. It was a
contest of the fittest, and Wesleyan
utilized greater speed and skill.
The J. V. overpowered their
opponents and defeated Wesleyan
1-0, thanks to Lisa Sperry's
photo by Keryn Grohs
dependable goal..
The week was tough but the
Bantams played up to their
potential, As the Courant said,
"Because where the 'Disco' goes
and the power flows, trinity
usually wins."
Next week, the Bants will attempt
to regain their, winning form with
contests against Mt. Holyoke at
HOME on Tuesday and versus
Tufts, also at HOME!, on ^ f
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Lady Bantam Ro Spier [r.] sets to hit the ball during Parent's Weekend game.
Varsity Soccer's Jamie Kapteyn moves in to pick up a loose ball in last Saturday's 2-0 loss to Tufts. The
1-4 Bantam Booters will be covered in full in next week's TRIPOD. photo by Charlie Rosenfieid
This Week In Trinity Spo
Tuesday, October 14
Wednesday, October 15
Thursday, October 16
Saturday, October 18
Saturday and Sunday,
October 18-19
Sunday; October 19
Monday* October 20
Women's Field Hockey vs. Mt.
Holyoke 3:00 HOME.
Women's Tennis vs. Mt. Holyoke
3:00 HOME.
Women's Soccer vs. Brown J.V.
3:30 Away.
Men's Varsity Soccer vs. WPI 3:00
HOME.
Women's Varsity Cross Country
vs. Smith 4700 HOME.
Water Polo vsWestfield State 7:30
HOME.
J.V. Soccer vs. Springfield 3:30
Away.
Varsity Football vs. Union 4:30
.Away.• • .• ' :- ... ::\:i?0$k
Men's Varsity Soccer v^i'tfn*on
11:30 Away. ...
J.V. Soccer vs. Union 1,1:30 Awayi®
Varsity Cross Country vs. Wfl
12:00 Away. ;
Women's Varsity and LV. Field
Hockey vs. Tufts lli30 HOME,
Women's Soccer vs. Keene St. 1:00
HOME.
Women's Tennis (New •Englands) at
:
' Amherst Away, .• ;'?:: •:•••.'. .V rj
Water Polo (UMass Tournament)
••
:
-'..Away;-'/.••.-fj''.:,'•':'::[-'•:: : ••''• J':-i~i;:' ; ; • .
CREW at Head of the Charles:?
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Varsity Gridders Are Stunned By Colby 20-17
White Mules Drop Bantams From The Top Seat In Division Three
by Robert Falk
Four years ago a 4-0 Trinity
squad entertained an 0-4 Colby
team and came up on the short end
of a 21-14 score. In a scene
reminiscent of that loss, the White
Mules traveled to Hartford and
came away with a well earned 20-17
victory before a rain-soaked crowd
of 5,000 at Jessee Field. The loss
dropped the previously unbeaten
Bants to 3-1, while Colby picked up
Its first win in four outings. In
addition to it being Colby's first
win of the season, the Waterville,
Maine team scored its first touch-
downs of the season.
The early season losses
frustrated Colby as was evidenced
by tight end Todd Marble's
comment, "Our first three games
were the most frustrating for us
because we knew we were better
than that." The White Mule
receiver added, "We would drive
down the field, make a mistake and
not score. Today we needed a
spark to get us going and break the
ice."
Midway through the opening
stanza, Colby received the break it
was looking for when quarterback
Dan Bowman hooked up with split
end Matt Maley for a 63-yard
touchdown bomb. The touchdown
broke a spell which saw Colby
score only five points in its first
three games. Burns added the
extra-point to make the score 7-0 in
favor of the visitors.
Colby held its lead into the
second period before' Trinity
decided to do something about it.
\ Behind the strong passing of Pete
Martin and the receiving of top
pass catcher Bob . Reading, the
locals fought back. When a drive
stalled on the 20 yard line, Mike
\ Cooke missed a 37-yard field goal
i which kept Colby's shutout intact
i for a while. The futile drive wit-
i nessed the return of Martin to top
i form. The Bantam field general
j was injured in last week's victory
i over Williams. Also, Reading, who
i snagged 10 passes for 177 yards on
•| the day was coming off a dis-
appointing Williams game in
jwhich he didn't catch a single pass.
• Both sides traded punts
following the missed field goal
pefore Trinity made the most of a
short Colby boot arid a personal
foul penalty. When the dust had
settled, the Bantams suddenly
fpund themselves at the Colby 37
with little more than one minute
left in the half. Mattin connected
with Reading for four passes, the
last one covering 7 yards for the
touchdown with just six seconds
remaining on the clock. Colby
walked off the field with a 7-6
half time edge when a fumbled hold
and feeble atterript to pass for the
two-point conversion failed.
The third period saw little
scoring as each team could only
manage a field goal. Colby's Burns
split the uprights from 35 yards out
before Cooke could counter with a
25 yard boot.
BoWman and Maley provided the
excitement once again when they
connected on a 61-yard fly pattern
late in the third period, putting the
ball at the Bantam nine. One play
later, Bowman found Marble all
alone jn the left corner of the end
zone and Burns' kick made the
score 17-9 in favor of the White
Mules.
"We had been saving that
play," said Marble, a senior from
Berlin High School. "I just sort of
hung around and tried to be
invisible, as Bowman ran right.
There was no - one near me. I
couldn't, miss."
Late in the game, Maley snagged
Freshman Tom Clemmenson runs for a gain in last week's defeat at the hands of the White Moles of
Colby College. photo by Charlie Ros,enfield .
a deflected pass before the
astonished Parents' Day crowd.
The 42-yard pickup set up Burns'
33-yard kick six plays later. Trinity
managed to score one' last touch-
down with 49 seconds left when
Martin and Reading covered 67
yards in two passes:
Colby's defense, anchored by
linebacker John Olson and tackles
Mike Croniri arid Mike Brown,
proved stubborn all day. The White
Mules held Martin to a team
leading 53 yards, while fullback Bill
Holden could, only manage 51
yards on 16 carries.
Both teams were almost even in
total yardage. Trinity gained 372
(222 passing and 150 rushing),
while Colby came up with 366 (206
and 160). Colby halfback Jay
Donegan led all rushers with 89
yards in 16 attempts.
Despite the loss, there were a
few things that the Bantams could
smile about. In gaining 51 yards on
the day, Holden moved into
fourteenth place on the all-time
rushing list. The bruising fullback
now has 1,145 career yards. Also,
quarterback Martin has 998 yards
in the ah*. He is two yards shy of
becoming only the thirteenth
Trinity player in 103 years to break
1,000 career yards passing. Ahead
of Martin on the all-time lost are
Mickey Kobrosky (1934-36) 1,000
yards, Merrill Yavinsky (19624)
1,207 yards, and Don Taylor (1960-
62) 1,227 yards. In another bright
note, Bantam captain Paul Ro-
mano, was named to the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
Weekly Division HI All-Star Team
for his performance in Trinity's 27-
16 upset win over highly favored
Williams College. Romano, a
senior defensive back, was in on six
tackles and intercepted two passes.
One pickoff, a key grab in the
Trinity end-zone, took a touch-
down away from the Ephmen and
halted Williams' second-half rally.
Cumulative Statistics
This Saturday, the Bants travel
to Union College for a game with
the Flying Dutchmen. Though
Union holds a 5-4-1 career record
over the Bantams, in a series that
dates back to 1904, Trinity cap-
tured the last meeting between the
two schools in 1941 by 20-0 score;
First year coach Joe Wirth
replaced Tom Cahill with the sin-
gle goal of turning around the 3-5
Union program. The Dutchmen
lost 14 starting seniors to ;
graduation, including record- ••'-.
setting Rich Romer, NESCAC's
second-best rusher with 672 of
Unions' 847 rushing yards. Also,
prolific kicker Dan May did not
report this season. May had seven
field goals in '79, and his loss was a
big blow to the Union kicking
game.
The Union offense is led by
quarterback Dana Johnston.
Johnston isn't afraid to put the ball
1
 in the air and can run the ball with
authority. Henry Wright led the
receiving corps last season as he
caught 22 passes for 219 yards. The
running game is paced by frosh
sensation Bill Huttner. The rookie
running back is averaging close to
90 yards per game on the ground
for the Dutchmen this season.
Defensively, Union returns five
starters from last year's group that
was strong against the pass. One big
loss is former '78 EC AC All-Star
Ron Plumb, whose number was
retired at the start of the season.
His death over the summer dealt a
great blow to the Union defense.
Sophomore linebacker Bruce
Melena, end Gerry Wells, Weldon
Turner, Danny Leff, and safety
Dave Wilber form the nucleus of
the Dutchmen "D". Sophomore
linebacker Jim Scotto is a key
player on defense and made the
ECAC AU-Star team for his two
interception, 20 tackle per-
formance in a loss to Hofstra.
First Downs
Rushes-yards -
Passing yards >
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles-lost '
Penalties-Yards,
bid. Leaders
Trm
19
41-150
222
83*
15-30-2
6-32.8
3-0
5-25
Colby
14
49-160
206
15
7-12-1
6-34.7
0-0
645
Rushing: Trinity- Martin 12-53, Holden 16-51
' , Colby Donegan 16-89, Belanger 17-47
Passing: Trinity- Martin 15-30-2, 222
Colby- Bowman 7-12-1, 206
 (
Receiving: Trinity-Reading 10-177, Luby 2J5, Elia 2-8
Colby- Maley 3-166, Marble 2-26
Thanks to you it works for all of us
United
Quarterbaclc Peter Martin carried 12 times for 53 yards In a 20-17 loss to Colby.
photo by Keryn Crohs
of the
Capital Area
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Ducks Splash Their Way To Big Win Over Wesleyan
by Leu Adam
It was a bleak day for their
nemesis - the Cardinals of
Wesleyan—as the Trinity Ducks
finally showed through their true
blue and gold and completely
dominated the game of water polo
here at • Trowbridge pool. The
contest, staged last Tuesday, had
not a moment of doubt of victory
for the young Trinity clan even
though it was played only in part by
the usual starting team.
The game commenced, for
perhaps the first time this season,
on a strong note for the Ducks.
Usually, the team has started off
weakly and then had to fight to
come from behind in its games.
Often the team ended up playing
strongly but not strong enough to
win. In their match against the
Canaries, each quarter was
decisively won by the Ducks as the
final 19-5 decision might lead ariy
observer to believe. ' ,
In the first quarter of the game,
the starting team began play but as
the captains soon realized, their
continued playing would not be
necessary. The second, or "B"
team, consisting of the freshmen
and some sophomores, soon en-
tered the water and the Ducks took
an early 4-1 lead. The scoring came
at the hands of captain Len Adam,
and junior leaders Mike Merin and
David Pike (the latter of which
tallied two scores.).
In the second quarter of play, the.
Cardinals were again outplayed by-
a score of 3-2, the score at the half
being 7-3. The tallies this time were
by Merin, John Peabody, and
Freshman cohort Gib Racioppi who
each burned the Wesleyan goalie
once.
As if this humiliation was not
for rhft "had oiivx" frnm
down state in Middletown, the
third and fourth quarters of the
game saw no- letting up for
Wesleyan. The goods seemed
wholly on the side of the more
experienced Ducks who outscored
their opponents in the second half
of the game, 12-2. This was not an
attempt on the part of the Trinity
group towholiy destroy the egos of
their foe but was more attributable
to the fact that the young Wesleyan
team was just that— young and
inexperienced. This should not,
however detract from the Win by
the Ducks. The play of the game
was a fine calibre by the Ducklings
who were fortunate in; that they
were able to gain valuable ex-
perience by running certain plays
against an unknowing opponent. In
this respect, it can only be taken
positively that almost all on the
team scored. In the final two
quarters, Kyle Parrow (The
Machine) scored three times,
Merin and Peabody scored twice
each, Ed Kaplan, a sophomore
wonder, tallied three times, while
Pike nabbed one for his room-
mates. Despite all this, the
foremost play in the final quarter
must be considered separately—
the Liz Brennan play. It was in this
play that topped all plays and
called for the total resourcefulness
of the team that one of the female
members of the squad notched her
first goal burning the ball just off
the Canary goalie's fingers.
The play, by mostly the B teatn,
in last week's game showed at least
some good playing by all. While all
did not score it must be remem-
bered that through the entire game
only 5 goals were scored against
Lance Choy in the Trinity net—
thus expressing the good play of
not only the Trinity goalie but the
Trinity defense. For this reason.
Dock against Dock: Alums from years past were the challengers in a scrimmage last Satarday.
• photo by Fritz Merizon
the play of Mike Bronzino and
Chip Lake must be recognized as
key to the Trin defense and win.
All in all, despite the Canary
team being outclassed by the
superior Ducks, the captains felt
the game did express a great-deal of
the optimism for. future victories
which was previously slashed in the
first half of the season. The next
wins, therefore, will be played this
week j Wednesday, 7:30 against
Westfield State, and this weekend
in a tournament at UMass. The
Ducks look forward to seeing you
this Wednesday— BE THERE'.,
ALOHA!!
Women'sTennis Sports
A Winning Streak
Ted Murphy '80 In goal for the Alumni Ducks.
photo by Fritz Merizon
by Ellen Tartenbaum
After some discouraging mat-
ches, the Women's Tennis team
appears to be on a winning streak.
The discouraging matches were
against Dartmouth on Monday,
Wednesday, October 1, and Brown
on Tuesday, Octdber 7, in which
the team fell 0-9 each time.
On October 4 and 5, freshmen
Chandlee Johnson, Susan Greene,
and Eleanor Knoblock and
returning players Leslie Petch, Hol-
ly Doremus and Eileen Kern
entered the State tournament and
emerged with some fine results.
Johnson and Petch as a doubles
team made it to the quarter finals
in which they lost to the eventual
winners of the doubles part of the
tournament. Doremus and Greene,
as another doubles team, lost to the
same team in the semi finals.
Knoblock lost in the first round in
three sets to a finalist of the match
and continued to win the con-
solations. Captain Kern lost
in the semifinals to the winner of
the singles part of the tournament.
Overall, the team did a good job at
the state toumey.
Forming the team's wirining
streak are their matches against
Conn College, Smith and
Wesleyan.
Women's Varsity Soccer Shows Promising Signs
;
 On Wednesday, October 8,
team emerged with a 7-2
over Conn College. Eileen
did a great job in fyg!i0
winning her match,:JJR7, W, 6-2.
Freshman Liz Lynch also did a
great job as she caught up and won
her match 3-6, 6-3, 6-0. Dede
Seeber was victorious in her three
set win of 6-1, 3-6, 6-3.
On Thursday, October 9, both
the varsity and J.V. teams faced
Smith. In the varsity match,
Eleanor Knoblock came from be-
hind and won 2-6, 6-2, 6-2. Leslie
Petch and freshman Francie Nor-
ris as a doubles team, had a very
convincing win of 6-3, 6-2.
This past Saturday, October 11,
the team did a tremendous job in
beating Wesleyan 6-2. A highlight
of the match was the victory of
doubles team Holly Doremus and
Sue Greene. Losing the first set 4-6,
they played phenomenally, winning
the second two sets 7-5, 6-4. Barb
Sherman played great, winning 6-0,
6-2. Also Chandlee Johnson had a
fine win of 6-2,6-4.
As can be seen from the past
three matches, Women's Tennis »
definitely looking up and the team
is working hard for a winnwg
season. This week, the team has
their final two matches on Monday.
October 13 at 3:00 against UConn
and on Tuesday, October 14 at 3:0U
against Mt. Holyoke.
by Roberta Scherr
The Trinity women's soccer
team showed great improvement
this week as they tallied their first
win against the University of
Hartford on Monday and then lost
to 4-3-1 Mount Holyoke in their
Parent's Weekend contest on
Friday.
The UHart game on Monday was
a showcase of the skills of Trinity's
newest varsity team. Trinity scored
a season' .high, five. goals,, while
shooting thirty-three times. On the
defensive end, Trinity held Hart-
ford to sixteen shots and
goalkeeper Sara Koeppel tallied
thirteen saves for the cause.
In the first half, the Bantam's
held UHart scoreless while the
freshman triplet of Anne Mahoney,
Cynthia Hunter, and Adrienne
Merjian each scored unassisted.
The first two resulted from
rebounds off the goalie arid the
third from the twelve yard line off
. the cross bar
The second half saw Trinity
score two more- times, both off the
foot of another freshman wonder,
Karen Orczyk. Her first goal was a
heads-up shot off a rebound from
the goalie and the second goal
sailed into the right corner of the
net off another rebound. The
Hartford Booters scored only once
in the game, at 33:10 of the second
half. Besides that score, Trinity's
defensive play was flawless, with
Polly Lavery playing a great game
at sweeper. ' . , •_*>.•
The Mount Holyoke game was
played before a large Parent's
Weekend crowd and those who
came to watch saw a good game.
The contest was scoreless until
44:47 of the first half as Holyoke
scored on a indirect kick. After
scoring that goal, Mount Holyoke
gained momentum scoring twice
early in the second half. The goals
came at 7:38 and 9:48 of the period,
the first off a corner kick and the
second on a breakaway. Trinity
-played hard and heldpossession of
the ball for much of the remainder
of the game. The Bantams succeed-
ed in scoring off a corner kick with
31:09 remaining in the game, but
were unable to score despite taking
fifteen shots in the half. All in all, it
was a disappointing loss but a good
showing by the new Varsity
Booters.
Trinity's women's soccer teaflj
travels to Brown on Tuesday and
then faces Keene State at home on
Saturday at . l pm. . • '
